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Abstract
This research outlines a design methodology for recording the intent behind decisions in a
design process. The design problem is described as a conjunction of design objectives, which are
high level descriptions of the requirements that the design artifact must meet (functional, financial, constructability, maintainability, disposability etc.). We use a combination of informal text,
first-order predicate logic and arithmetic constraints to express design objectives. Importance
can be associated with objectives. In this design process, the objectives can be addressed in
some order by focussing on a subset of them. Objectives are achieved by a process of refinement
which may result in a set of alternative bindings for the design variables involved, or, in alternative decompositions for the objectives. Assumptions may be made in Hhe generation of the
alternatives. The alternatives are evaluated with respect to other objectives and one alternative
is selected. The design is completed when the current set of objectives is satisfied. Thus, the
designer does not manipulate the form of the artifact itself; rather, the designer manipulates
the objectives and selects alternatives, thereby revealing the intent behind the decisions.
We also describe a representation for the record of this design process. The record can be used
to identify the objectives and assumptions responsible for design decisions and for identifying
the objectives and assumptions affected when decisions are modified. We are developing an
interactive computer-based environment in the domain of residential and small office buildings
to demonstrate this approach.
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Introduction

Civil engineering facilities are large, one-of-a-kind, last for many years, and require that many diverse
perspectives participate in their design. The duration of the building delivery process itself is often
measured in years. During this period many decisions are made, affecting many parts of the design.
The motivations for these decisions are usually recorded informally in the designer's notebook, if
they are recorded at all. When changes to the design must be made, it is often difficult to reconstruct
why certain decisions were made and to predict the consequences of proposed changes.
A design may be altered for many reasons. During the design process, previous decisions
may need to be altered or retracted because of changes in specifications or assumptions. Events
during the construction of a facility may require design changes. Renovations involve making design
changes to completed facilities. A new design may be generated by modifying the design for an
existing structure. To properly make changes in a design, the intent behind the original decision
must be known. Changes must either be consistent with the original intent, or the original intent
must be explicitly modified.

1.1

Motivation

Consider the floor-plan of a building shown in Figure 1. It is one of a set of final design documents
prepared at the end of the building design process. Suppose one of the windows needs to be resized
or relocated for one of the reasons indicated earlier. The following questions need to be answered:
• What are the ramifications of the change? For example, the area of glazing will be different.
• How does it affect the designer's original intent? For example, a reduction in size might reduce
the amount of daylight required by a task within the building space.
• What other changes have to be made so that the original intent is maintained? For example,
increasing the size of some other window or perhaps providing more artificial lighting etc.
Most of these questions cannot be answered with the information recorded in the drawings. We are
specifically interested in the answer to the second question: why was the particular size of the window
chosen? It may have been chosen to meet some daylight requirement. The designers responsible for
the specifications may or may not be able to recollect the reason behind a particular decision. \\V
refer to the reasons behind design decisions as design intent. The following paragraphs introduce
our approach to this problem.
We view design as aprocess of refinement of objectives. See Figure 2. Objectives are requirements at different levels of abstraction that drive the design process. Examples of highly abstract
objectives are: 1) functionality, (2) aesthetics, (3) economy. (4) constructability or manufacturaluiity, (5) maintainability (the artifact must be maintained during its service life), and (6) disposabilit>
(the artifact must be disposed of at the end of its service life). Another class of design objectives i>
concerned with planning the design process. For example, process objectives might be to minimi/*the time to complete a design and to minimize the number of design iterations. These objective
guide the decision process during design. Objectives may have different levels of importance. Tininformation is used to make tradeoffs when there is a conflict among the objectives.

PLOOJ* PLAN
Figure 1: Example Floor plan
The design begins with a set of objectives that represent the highest level specification (level
n in Figure 2). Objectives are refined into other objectives and/or into design alternatives. A design
decision is made by choosing from among these alternatives so that a certain group of objectives are
satisfied. At any stage in the process, the design is represented by the decisions that have been made
so far. The refinement, of an objective may be thought of as the process of meeting the objective.
Thus an objective may be achieved by decomposing it into a set of new objectives, or by making *
design decision, or by both making a decision and creating a new set of objectives. This prooe>> of
refinement continues until all current objectives in the design are met.
Given this brief definition of the design process, we can now define the intent for a decision.
D, as follows. Let So be the set of objectives that were directly responsible for D. So includes r heobjectives that were used to generate the alternatives for the decision D, and those objectives that
were used to choose from among the alternatives. The set So is a subset of the objectives in le\»l
0 (Figure 2). For each O, in .So, let sOi be the set of objectives that were directly involved in Mi»
refinement that created O;. Define S\ to be the union of all sets s^. i.e., S\ = (J ol iri $o,. Similarly
for each objective O, in Si, let s\t be the set of objectives that were involved in the refinement rh it
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Figure 2: Design as Refinement of Objectives

created O%. Define So to be the union of all sets su. The intent for decision D is the union from
level 0 to n, that is, intent(D) = S 0 | J 5 i U ^ - L J S n Our approach to capturing design intent is to maintain a record of the design process
starting from the highest-level objectives, including all their refinements, leading to the decision
Such a documentation of the design process is useful for:
• Explanation - to explain how and why a particular decision was made;
• Verification - to determine if characteristics of the final design are consistent with the intended
characteristics;
• Modification - to predict the effect of making changes to the design: and.
• Re-use - to synthesize a design from a previous design with a similar specification.
In summary, there is a need to document more information about the design than is currently
done by means of design drawings and specifications. Some information about the design proo —
may be recorded informally in the designer's notes. However, such notes are unstructured and often
incomplete and hence, are not useful. In this approach we attempt to develop a model that identities
the information used to make design decisions reflected in the drawings and specifications.

1.2

Research Goals

The goals of this research are to:
• identify the components of design intent, i.e., the information used to make design decisions:
and
• develop computable representation(s) for these components such that the record of the design
process can be used for: verification, explanation, modification and reuse in an automated
fashion.
Recently, others have attempted to address this problem or some related problem. We will review
these approaches in the following section.

2

Background

This section reviews some of the previous and current research concerning the recording of design
intent. This research work may be divided into two categories: 1) computable representations for
the record of intent, and 2) non-computable (or semi-computable) representations for the record of
intent. By computable we mean that it is possible to interpret and use the information in the record
in an automated fashion. The difference will become clear as the approaches are discussed in more
detail. We begin with the computable approaches.

2.1

Computable Representations

Much of the research in recording design intent has been done for software design. We will discuss
two efforts: 1) XPlain [26], in which the motivation was to be able to explain the behaviour of
expert consulting programs, and 2) Popart [29], in which the main motivation was to make it easier
to maintain large programs and to reuse existing software. Some of the earliest work in capturing
design intent was in the development of the XPlain system [26]. The XPlain system presents an
approach for capturing the reasoning that goes into the design of an expert system. The goal is to
generate explanations of the system's behavior. An automatic programmer is used to generate the
expert performance program. As the program is generated, a refinement structure is created which
gives the explanation routines access to the decisions made during the creation of the program. Th»
refinement structure can be thought of as a trace of the process that created the expert system.
Modification is particularly important in the maintenance of complex software. Wile developed a language that allows the user to express the design decisions made in the development of a
program [29]. The language, called Paddle, has definition facilities for transformations, strategics
and plans capable of expressing different types of goal structures. These strategies such as divideand-conquer are expressed using English-like descriptions in Paddle. The history of the development
of a program from specification to final implementation is captured in a development structure thai
can be replayed to determine the effect of changes to the original specification. The language <lo»^
not include justifications for the decisions made during the development of a program.
An i m p o r t a n t motivation for capturing design intent has been the notion of redesign m
which a new design is created by modifying a previous design solution. Redesign is the uiMkrlyinu.

methodology used in design by derivational analogy [16] and in case-based reasoning [11]. Redesign.
a system for circuit design, uses the solution to a previous design to obtain a new design for a similar
set of specifications [14]. It uses a representation called a Design Plan to capture the purpose for each
module of the circuit. The design plan describes how the specifications were decomposed to develop
a circuit (that is, the rules that were fired) but does not capture why a particular decomposition
was used.
In the areas of civil or mechanical engineering design, little effort goes into capturing the
design intent. The only records of such information are the informal notes in a designer's notebook.
We describe two recent efforts that begin to address this problem. Rossignac et al. present an
approach in which the designer interactively designs a geometric model of a mechanical part. The
commands are captured as unevaluated specifications of operations [21]. The system provides tools
for editing, parameterizing, and combining these sequences so they can be applied to a family of
models. The sequence of operations explains how the final model was determined but does not
answer why the particular set of operations were used.
Thompson and Lu describe a design environment (AIDEMS - An Intelligent Design Evolution Management System) that allows designers to express design strategies and tactics used in
developing the final product description by successively refining the specification (initial product
description) [27]. The system uses artificial intelligence techniques for resource scheduling, explanation of design assertions, execution of design revisions, inconsistency detection and exploration
of design alternatives. In the AIDEMS design methodology all activities are classified as either
strategic or tactical. Strategic activities involve the development of plans and tactical activities
involve the execution of plans resulting in the product description. The activities executed during
the design process are recorded in documents that include the activity's preconditions, a description
of the executed activity, and a listing of the resulting assertions. The design product is described
in terms of assemblies and components. Design specifications are expressed in mathematic. algorithmic, temporal, and textual formats. However, in this approach there is no representation for
tradeoffs between conficting specifications.
Another ongoing effort in this direction is the work of Craig Howard and his students ai
Stanford [6], who looking at problem of capturing project specific knowledge in the context of tlufacilty life-cycle. Project specific knowledge is defined as the knowledge specific to a particular
project and its supporting rationale, including design decisions t h a t link different ingredients <>l
data and knowledge. They are investigating the character and form of this knowledge through
case studies. They propose an object-oriented model as the general scheme for representing tinknowledge.

2.2

Semi-computable - Hypermedia based approaches

The non-computable or semi-computable efforts are based on a view of design as negotiation, son ittimes referred to as the issue-based deliberation model. The roots of this work lies in the 111!^
method [20] for policy decision-making, that addresses the design process for complex problems a> \
process of negotiation among different groups (eg. the client, contractor, architect etc.) with differ
ent stakes in the problem. In the IBIS model the design problem is stated in the form of issuts. An
issue can have many positions each of which responds to the issue. Each position may have nu»- ?
more arguments supporting or speaking against it. Issues can suggest other issues, or be sperjali/* -i,
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or generalized into other issues. gIBIS [3], (Figure 3) is a graphical tool that supports the IBIS model
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Figure 3: Issue based deliberation model(after Conklin, Begeman, 1988)
in a hypertext like environment. Another related work is the Potts and Bruns model [18], that is
also influenced by the IBIS model. The model treates the design process as a network consisting of
deliberation and artifact nodes. These efforts take a more realistic view of the design process. They
provide a means of organizing the deliberations in the design process within the computer. Since
they use informal representations for the contents of the various nodes in the model, they must rely
on the designer to identify the effects of a design change, i.e., the designer must browse through the
network to identify possible ramifications of changing some design decision.
TKe PHI (Procedural Hierarchy of Issues) model [13] extends and modifies the IBIS model
In the PHI model issues are related by a single relationship: the serve relationship. Issue A serves
issue B if resolving A helps resolve B. Two kinds of serve relationships are identified between issues
1) Subissue and 2) Antecedent. The difference between the two relationships is temporal, i.e.. A
subissue of B implies that A is raised after B; A antecedent B implies that B is raised after A
A single issue is distinguished as a prime issue. The resolution of this issue terminates the entireprocess. All other issues serve the prime issue. McCall argues that, subissue relationships are usual I \
greater than antecedent relationships. Also, antecedent relationships occur between subissues <>f
the same issue. Hence, omitting these antecedent relationships yields a tree-like form for the is>u»
relationships as shown in Figure 4. The nature of these relationships is described by McCall as bemu,
quasi-hierarchical because the same issue might be a sub-issue to two issues and sometimes there ma\
be cycles. Like in the IBIS approach, the resolution of an issue is carried out by proposing answer*
and argument* for the answers (no distinction is made between an argument for or against) It ipossible to have arguments on other arguments thus forming argumentative hierarchies. Answermay be given at different levels of generality or specificity thus generating answer hierarchies.
Like gIBIS, PHI also uses informal textual representations. The argument for the inform n
representation is that such systems address the early stages of the design problem where formal r^prsentations are difficult to find. Informal representations will depend on human interpretation win!.
formal representations will enable automation of processes such as backtracking and de
ramifications of a modification.

Figure 4: Issue (Quasi)Hierarchy (after McCall, 1990)

3

Overview of Approach

This section provides an overview of our approach to the capturing design intent. The first section
provides an overview of the proposed design process model. The following section describes the
definition of design intent within this model and the how it is to be used. The third section discusses
some characteristics of the approach. The notion of design objectives is central to this approach.
The next section discusses some issues related to objectives. The final section summarizes the issues
that have to be addressed in using this methodology in a computer-based environment.

3.1

Overview of the Design Process Model

The initial specification for a design artifact can be stated as a conjuction (AiND) of objectives
with associated importance information. In the ideal case, if the initial statement of the problem
were complete and consistent so that a unique solution (i.e artifact) is identifiable then the problem
is solved. This case will never occur in practice. This thesis is concerned with the more realistic
problem of identifying a design methodology whereby the designer begins with an initial set of
incomplete and inconsistent objectives that maybe changed (some objectives may be deleted and
new ones added or the importance associated with an objective is changed) until a satisfactory design
solution (artifact) along with the objectives that define that solution are obtained. This is carried
out by a design process that is characterized by the following activitites:
• determining design focus
• refining an objective
• evaluating design alternatives with respect to objectives
• selecting an alternative based on the results of evaluations

• resolving conflicts among various design objectives
This notion of the types of activities is derived from an approach used in a system called SPEX (Standards Processing EXpert) [7]. Before desribing the process in more detail the following defintions
are useful:
• Objectives are requirements that the final design must meet such as those involving function,
aesthetics, economy, constructabilility, maintainability and disposability. Objectives may have
different levels of importance associated with them.
• Decisions constitute the descriptions of the design artifact (e.g., shape-of-element = wideflange). They are the result of decision-making activities.
• Alternatives are sets of objectives and decisions that represent the different ways in which
some of the objectives may be achieved in the design. For example, the sound isolation of a
space in a building from a noise source may be achieved either by: 1) placing the space far
from the source (sound intensity reduces with distance) or, 2) using an acoustic obstruction
between the space and source.
• Operators contain knowledge as to how to achieve objective(s) in the design. For example,
the knowledge about how to achieve sound isolation or how to solve simultaneous equations
etc.
• Assumptions are the default requirements that are established during the course of the design
process. They are made to account for the lack of information about some design entity. They
are usually based on the experience and judgement of the designer. An assumption differs
from an objective in that it is not strong requirement.
• Heuristics are rules that may guide the selection of a particular alternative for achieving a
set of objectives. There is a certain amount of uncertainly associated with them but it is not
quantified.
Focusing. The first step in the design process is to determine which objectives to refine. Often
one objective is chosen before another due to an information dependency between objectives. For
example, the dimensions of a space will be determined before the openings in the space are located
and sized. Focusing may have implications for the efficiency of the design process, i.e., it may affect
the time to arrive at a solution. In this approach we record the sequence in which the objectives are
addressed but do not capture the information for why they were addressed in that sequence.
Refining. In our model, an objective refinement results in an objective being decomposed or specialized into other objectives or a decision decision. The subobjectives represent conditions that must
exist in the design for the original objective to be satisfied. It is possible that there are different
ways (alternatives) to achieve an objective(s).
Evaluating. At this point the feasibility of the alternatives is determined with respect to the
other objectives in the design. The evaluation of the alternatives must be based on the information
available at the current level of abstraction. Thus, it may not always to possible to clearly determine
the feasibility. In this case, heuristics may beused to eliminate one of alternatives.

Selecting. The process of selecting involves choosing the alternative that best satisfies a set of
objectives. The difference between selection and evaluation is that in the case of evaluation the
alternative that fails the evaluation with respect to some objective is eliminated, while in the case
of selection the alternative that is not selected is not necessarily eliminated. The selection process
makes use of knowledge about the relative importance of the objectives. Sometimes, it may not be
possible to make a clear choice at this point, and the designer might 1) use heuristics to select a
promising alternative or 2) arbitrarily select any one of the alternatives.
Resolving. All of the alternatives may be eliminated in the process of evaluation. In other words,
none of the alternatives may satisfy all the relevant objectives, so no alternatives are available for
selection. This interaction among objectives may be resolved by 1) changing an arbitrary selection
made at a previous step, 2) changing a heuristic evaluation or selection made at a previous step,
3) changing some assumptions. 4) eliminating or introducing an objective, and, 5) changing the
importance associated with some objective. This is done during a resolution activity.
Finally, the design is completed when a level of detail sufficient to construct (or manufacture)
the artifact has been reached and the current set of objectives are achieved.

3.2

Design Intent

We define intent to be the hierarchy of objectives that was developed during the design process for
an artifact. The generation of this hierarchy is influenced by a number of factors as indicated below:
• Alternatives that were considered (this is dependent on the refinement operator)
• Assumptions that were made during the generation of an alternative
• Evahiation of the alternatives and the criteria for selection
• Trade-offs among objectives (importance may influence the choice of an alternative)
• The focus sequence, i.e., the sequence in which the objectives are addressed
• Heuristics that may have influenced the choice of a particular alternative
• Local environment, i.e.. given conditions within which the objectives were achieved
• Revision of an objective (the designer may not be satisfied with a solution generated by the
current set of objectives or a solution may not exist for the current set of objectives, which
causes a revision of some objectives).
Thus, the final hierarchy of objectives alone is not sufficient to explain the decisions made to achiew
the final design We also need to record how this hierarchy came about, i.e., why this form \va>
obtained for the hierarchy given the other alternative forms that could occurred. In our approach.
the history of the design process captures not only the current intent for the design in terms of tli»final objective hierarchy, but also how this hierarchy came about. The following section <lisn.i».^
how this record of intent, may be used.
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3.2.1

Using Design Intent

This section describes how the information we have captured in the design record may be used both
during the design process and subsequently.
Explanation and Modification. One use for the record is to explain why a particular decision was made. Decisions can be related to either 1) the design process i.e. why was a particular
decomposition of the objectives chosen, or 2) to the design artifact. The model of decision making
in our design process is similar for both cases. The decision is motivated by a set of objectives. A
subset of this set of objectives (refinement) is used to generate different alternatives for the decision.
The other subset is used to evaluate the alternatives and select from among them. Some of the
alternatives will be eliminated because they violate one or more objectives. For the alternatives that
are remaining, the selection criteria along with importance information will indicate why one of the
alternatives is superior to the others. So, the objectives that caused an alternative to be eliminated
will form the argument against that alternative. The objective used in selection will explain why one
of the alternatives (the one chosen) was superior to other non-eliminated alternatives. To explain a
decision, we need to 1) locate it in the record, 2) identify the various alternatives considered for the
decision, 3) identify the objectives used to generate the alternatives and to evaluate and select from
them.
Another use for the record is to identify the ramifications of changes the design. For example, moving or resizing a window might affect the daylight factor objective. In general we can
express such situations as the following question: What objective(s) is(are) violated when the following changes are made to the design? The history of the design process records the objectives that
were refined to generate and evaluate alternative(s). Thus the link between decisions and objectives
is established.
R e u s e . There are various kinds of reuse that are possible within the proposed approach:
• Objectives: An objective has to be defined only once. Subsequently, it may be instantiated in
any other design situation. Thus, the more general we make the definition of an objective, the
more amenable it will be to reuse.
• Operators: The same argument holds for operators. As more objectives and operators a redefined the system acquires more knowledge. This knowledge indicates how to achieve different
kinds of objectives. Some of these are domain independent (e.g. mathematical programming
algorithms) while others are domain specific (e.g. sound isolation). Also, this is general
knowledge in the sense that it indicates all the possible ways in which an objective may he
achieved. However, in a particular design situation one or more of these alternatives may nor
be applicable. It. may be possible to use heuristics to recognize situations in which certain
alternatives may not be applicable. This is discussed in the following item.
• Process: It may be possible for the user to go over the record of the solution process aposterion
and identify places where wrong decisions were made and identify heuristics (may take the form
of rules) that might at the very least improve the process for the same design problem. T!n> i^
a feedback that can improve the design problem solving for the cla.ss of problem being >ol\><l
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3.3

Characteristics of the approach

The paradigm presented here requires the designer to follow a particular design methodology that
creates a model of the designer's intent. Typically, this model of intent is inconsistent in that it
admits no solution or the designer is not satisfied with the solution that is produced by it. In either
case the designer wishes to alter the original model of intent. This is done during both the selection
and resolve stages of our model or explicitly by the designer (modifying objectives). This cycle
continues until the designer is satisfied with the design solution. At this point, because of the nature
of the paradigm, the objectives motivating the final design and also the evolution of these objectives
over the course of the design process is recorded.
There are two distinguishing characteristics of this approach: 1) the designer manipulates
the design through the objectives, and, 2) it is a systematic approach to design. Conventional CAD
systems provide the designer with tools to directly manipulate the objects in the design. In these
systems, the designer uses these tools to create a design that satisfies some intent. There is no
representation for this intent within the system. In contrast, we provide designers with tools to
express intent (in the form of objectives) and to transform that intent into a design.
The design process is often described in terms of the steps shown in Figure 5. The approach

Need

Analyis

Conceptual Design

I
Preliminary Design

Detailed Design
Specifications and Working Drawings
Figure 5: Steps in the Design Process
we have described begins with the statement of objectives as indicated by the arrow in Figure V A12

we have stated earlier, this set of initial objectives does not have to be complete or final or consistent
Objectives may be added and changed over the course of this process. We believe that our model is
applicable over all of the stages, i.e., conceptual to detailed design.
A distinction is often made between innovative and routine design problems. In our view the
distinction arises from how the objectives for these problems are stated. In routine design problems
a number of implicit assumptions are made in describing objectives, whereby the space of solutions
is reduced to some previously known set. If objectives are stated in a more general way such that
the space of solutions is larger than the previously known set, then there is a possibility of arriving
at a new solution, i.e., one that has not been seen previously.
Our design process model is similar to some prescriptive approaches found in the literature
[12], [17]. While Pahl and Beitz [17] address machine design, and Lin and Stotesbury [12] address
building design, both approaches involve the generation and evaluation of alternatives at every level
of decision-making. Consider for example, the steps in the conceptual design process according to
Pahl and Beitz shown in Figure 6.

Specification

i

Abstract to identify essential problems

i

Establish function structures - decompose functions into
subfunctions

Search for solution principles to satisfy
subfunctions

Combine solution principles to satisfy overall
function

j

Select suitable
ab combinations

Evaluate concept variants and select one
Figure 6: Conceptual Design: Pahl and Beitz
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When functional objectives are achieved independently (if they can be achieved that way)
the design may not be an efficient solution. This is because possibilities of interactions between
objectives are ignored (again, assuming that it is possible to achieve them independently). For
example, consider an objective that requires an opening for circulation between an activity space, A.
and the outside, and another objective that requires a certain amount of daylight in the same activity
space. Since both of these objectives require openings to the outside (although the dimensions may
be different) there is a possibility that the same opening can be used to achieve both objectives
(i.e., an opening that is both a door and allows daylight to enter the space). If these objectives are
achieved independently of each other assuming that the other objectives in the design make this
possible (i.e., it may be that adjacency requirements with other spaces and A leaves enough leeway
for a seperate door and window) then the final design will have one opening for daylight and another
for circulation. In the Pahl and Beitz model such cases are recognized and handled in the step:
"firm up concept variants" (indicated by the arrow in Figure 6). In our approach we view this as a
kind of refinement.

3.4

Issues related to design objectives

A design objective represents a desired characteristic of a design artifact. The characteristic may
have to do with (1) functionality, (2) aesthetics, (3) cost, (4) constructability or manufacturability,
(5) disposability, or other concerns. For example, in building design, the objective is to provide
an adequate environment for the different activities to be supported by the building [28]. Each
activity has certain spatial, lighting, acoustical and other needs. There are interactions between
the activities requiring the movement of people and materials among the activities. One of the
design objectives is to facilitate this movement (cirulation). Typically, the building must meet
certain budget requirements. The various objectives have different priorities and it is the task of the
designer to ensure that the final design meets the objectives in a satisfactory way. In attempting to
formalise the notion of an objective, the following questions need to be answered:
• How to define the characteristic represented by the objective?
• How to express priorities among objectives?
• How to define the concept of satisfaction?
The following sections address these issues.
3.4.1

Objective Definitions

As indicated earlier, an objective represents some desired characteristic of the design artifact. Tlu
definition of an objective indicates how to compute the amount of the characteristic in the design t<.
determine if the objective is satisfied in a design. The satisfaction of an objective is determined In
comparing this value to the desired value (see 3.4.3). We will look at three issues: 1) measurement
2) subjectivity, and 3) computability.
We need to find a measure for the characteristic that the objective represents. For example
the adequacy of the environment provided by a building design may be measured in terms of ?h.
productivity of the activities supported by the building. The productivity of the environment iM

dependent on a number of factors such as, the sizes of the spaces, the circulation between the
spaces, lighting, acoustics, and air quality. These may be considered as sub-objectives of the overall
performance objective. Thus, in order to achieve the overall performance objective we need to
achieve certain levels of the sub-objectives. The sizes of the spaces may be expressed in terms of the
areas or volumes required to contain equipment and people. The circulation between spaces may be
expressed either: (1) geometrically as a distance, or 2) topologically in terms of adjacency. The level
of lighting depends on the quality and the quantity of light. A measure of the quantity (or more
specifically intensity) of light is footcandles l. There are two main sources of lighting in buildings:
1) daylight, and 2) artificial lighting. Daylight is usually expressed in terms of the daylight factor 2.
Similarly the acoustical objectives may be defined as providing sufficient levels of insulation against
disturbing noises. These levels may be expressed in terms of the intensity (measured in decibels,
dB) and the frequency of sound (measured in Hertz, hz). So far, we have discussed measures that
are quantitative in nature. For some characteristics (e.g., view), it may be possible only to indicate
more or less of the characteristic, i.e., there is no notion of how much more or less.
In general, there are four scales of measurement: nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio [24].
The nominal scale simply classifies objects based on whether have identical amounts of the characteristic measured (the only operation possible on this scale is equality). The ordinal scale has no
unit of measurement but has the notion of order, i.e., there is more or less of the characteristic. The
interval and ratio scales both have units of measurement, but the difference is that the interval scale
has no absolute zero point (cannot determine the equality of ratios). Characteristics such as views
can be measured only on an ordinal scale.
Some characteristics are difficult to express objectively, such as those dealing with aesthetic
considerations. For example, the objectives requiring good views to the outside from within a space
in the building. What constitutes a good view? It is an extremely subjective notion. Due to their
subjective-nature such objectives can be evaluated only by the person who specifies the requirement
(i.e., the people who will be using the space in the building).
The computability of an objective concerns the following question: Given a final design.
is it possible to give a procedure that will determine whether the design meets the objective? For
example, consider an objective concerning structural safety with respect to given loads. An analysis
of the structure subject to the loads will determine the stresses, which, if below the allowable limits
for the material, imply that the objective is satisfied. Sometimes it is difficult to give a computable
definition for an objective, usually for characteristics that are subjective in nature.
Sometimes objectives are described by means of an example: identify a kitchen from description of completed kitchen designs (as may be found in catalogues or magazines) [19] In this
case, the objectives are expressed in terms of final design features. If we knew the intent behind
every decision in the completed design then we could identify the objectives as follows: Consider an
example design containing the decisions D=(di, ...</*,...) For each decision we can identify a set of
objectives representing the intent for the decisions (O\
0,,...). By either accepting or rejecting a
decision, the user expresses the desire to include some objectives in the present design. This provides
yet another motivation for recording design intent.
Another situation where examples may be used is for acoustic specifications. For example.
1

A footcandle is the amount of light cast by a candle on a square foot area at a distance of a foot from the candle
The daylight factor at a point in a space, is the ratio (in percent) of the illumination at that point to the
illumination under the unobstructed sky under certain sky conditions
2
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the designer might require that the noise environment in the building (or a part of it) be like that
found along secluded beaches, forests or quiet countrysides. One way to model this would be to
measure properties such as the intensity and frequency of sound in these locations and use these
values as the design objectives for the building. However, these are only an approximation to the
designer's objective because the intensity and frequency of sound may not be sufficient to express
the noise environment at secluded beaches and quiet countrysides.
In summary, there may be two problems in defining objectives: 1) subjectivity may lead to
the lack of a unique definition, and, 2) it may not be possible to give a computable definition where
the user must resort to examples to express an objective(s). In this case, we create a model of the
objective(s) based on the examples.
3.4.2

Relative I m p o r t a n c e

There are different priorities associated with different objectives. Usually, it is not possible to satisfy
all the objectives (the notion of satisfaction is defined in section 3.4.3). Hence, trade-offs must be
made. Loosely speaking, objectives with lower priorities (less important) are less satisfied than the
objectives with higher priorities (more important). There are many techniques used to express this
notion in the decision sciences [2]. They include:
• Standard level: A minimum or maximum level of achievement for the characteristic is provided.
• Ordinal: A ranking of the objectives from the most important to least important is established.
• Cardinal: A numeric weight is associated with each objective indicating its importance.
• Marginal: The tradeoffs between objectives are made explicit using either: 1) marginal rate of
substitution or 2) indifference curves.
The importance of objectives is often expressed in an ordinal manner because determining the
weights or indifference curves is not an easy task. In this thesis we will focus primarily on the
ordinal approach to specifying importance. Numerical weights may be used when they can he
readily specified.
3.4.3

Satisfaction

An objective represents a desired characteristic of the design. One can say that it is satisfied in the
current design, if the value of the characteristic in the current design meets certain criteria.
Criteria for single objectives. The possible kinds of criteria are the following:
• Inequality: The objective is satisfied in the current design if the value of the characteristic in
the current design is greater (less) than some specified value.
• Equality: The objective is satisfied in the current design if the value of the characteristic in
the current design is exactly the same as a specified value.
• Maximum(Minirnum): The objective is satisfied in the current design if the value of the r\y,uacteristic in the current design is the maximum (minimum) possible value that can .he
while satisfying all the other objectives in the current design.
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• Increase(Reduce): This is a less rigorous definition of maximum and minimum than the one
given above. Because of the complexity of design problems it may not be possible to achieve
a true minimum in many cases. For example, consider the problem of minimizing the cost
of a building. Whether or not the final solution represents a true (global or local) minimum
depends on the strategy used to achieve the objective. So minimizing initial cost might be
achieved by minimizing material cost, design cost, and construction cost independently. The
assumption of independence is difficult to justify. Thus, we would say reduce initial cost and
reserve the use of maximum or minimum for those situations when a truly optimal solution is
intended.
Criteria for Multiple Objectives with priorities. When priorities are expressed for a group
of objectives, the satisfaction criteria are different. They are related to the manner in which the
priority information is expressed. In multi-objective optimization, a distinction is made between two
kinds of problems: 1) discrete alternatives, and, 2) implicit alternatives, where the alternatives are
expressed by constraints over decision variables and may be infinite in number if the solution space
is continuous. The implicit alternative case occurs less frequently in a design situation because it
requires well quantified objectives and constraints. We recognize the occurence of this case and it
is treated as a refinement (See Section 4.3). We will be concerned more with the case of discrete
alternatives.
As seen earlier, design characteristics may be measured on different scales and expressed in
different units. In comparing these alternatives it becomes necessary to reduce them to a common
scale.
Based on the type of priority information there are a number of ways in which the multiobjective optimum may be defined [2]. We will focus primarily on the lexicographic optimum concept.
The lexicographic approach can deal with incommensurate units.

3.5

Issues for a computer-based implementation

The use of this methodology in a computer-based environment raises a number of issues:
• Representation
- The focus of this research is to identify and use computable representations for all r Identities in the model. However, in practice, it might be difficult to give computable definitions for some objectives. In view of this, we also allow informal textual represent at ion*
The integration of such representations with formal representations needs to be explored
- We need to identify a set of domain specific primitives to express the design at different
levels of abstraction. The final design (e.g., a building) is often expressed as engineering
drawings using lines, curves and other geometric entities and textual annotations to indicate material specifications. In expressing high level objectives it is often desirable to
group these geometric and material specifications into meaningful abstractions such a>
openings (doors, windows), boundaries (walls, roofs) and activity spaces. Objectives and.
operators will use this representation.
• Operation
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- In this approach we do not expect all the objectives to be defined at the start of the
process. It should be possible to add and delete objectives during the course of the design
process.
- The problem of focus, i.e., sequence in which objectives are addressed needs to be determined. At the current time we rely on the designer to solve this problem.
- It should be possible to define design operators as the need arises. We expect to create
a library of such operators (and objectives) from which appropriate operators can be
retrieved and used. A classification scheme for the operators is needed to allow a user or
the system to browse through the library to find the appropriate operator. The granularity
of the operators, and hence of the design decisions, must be determined. The appropriate
level of granularity will depend on the domain.
• Recording
- A representation for storing the history of this process must be developed. It can used to
support the tasks of explanation and identifying the possible ramifications of changes to
the design.
- The problem of scaling to realistic design problems, with a large number of objective*,
decisions and many intermediate design states, might be a problem.

4

Computable Representation of Design Intent

This section describes the computable approach taken for representing the components of the design
model described earlier. The first section describes how the design and related data are represented
The second section describes how design objectives, importance information and assumptions are
represented. The last section describes the design process model given these representations.

4.1

Representation of Design Data

All the data in a design problem are represented as variables. Thus, the building, an activity spn<•••
within the building, the material of an opening, the value of bending moment in a structural element
the cost of a boundary etc., are all variables.
Variables may be classified along two dimensions:
• Exogenous and Design variables
• Entity and Characteristic
Exogenous Variables are those variables whose values are known beforehand. For example, m
building design situations climate data, material and labor cost data are examples of exogem.uvariables. They are distinguished from other variables, called design variables, whose values uassigned over the course of the design process.
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Characteristic
Cost
View

Measurement
scale
Ratio
Ordinal

Unit
Dollars
-

Computational
type
Real
Char string

Table 1: Design Characteristics
Design E n t i t i e s and Characteristics. Design variables may be further seperated into two categories: 1) Entity - this is a variable type that represents a physical object described by geometry
only, or both geometry and material; 2) Characteristics - this is variable type that represents a property measured over these entities (and other exogenous variables). The property may be measured
on different scales and units as shown in Table 1.
T y p e R e l a t i o n s h i p s . We use the concept of a type to specify the domain for the different
kinds of variables in our design problem. Design characteristics are simple types (reals, strings
etc.). Types of entity variables are related in one of two ways: 1) Aggregation relationships, or, 2)
Generalization relationships.
In aggregation relationships types form parts of other types. An example of an aggregation
hierarchy is shown in Figure 7. The type building that is made up of types: space, boundary,
structure, PLEC(Power, Lighting, Electrical and Communication) and HVAC etc.

PLEC

HVAC

Water-supply-drainage

Figure 7: Example of an aggregation hierarchy

Some types are specialisations or generalizations of other types. For example, a door i>
a specialisation of opening type. An example of a generalization/specialization type hierarchy i>
shown in Figure 8.
Starting with the most general types (e.g opening) at the root of a specialization hierarchy th»more specialized types (e.g., door) can be modelled as the most general type with some constraintadded to them. For example, if a type Tl is a specialization of another type T2, this implies that
T2 must satisfy some additional constraints as shown in Figure 9. For example, a door is a specialization of an opening, where the specialization constraints include: 1) dperable(Opening) (<an
be opened and closed). 2) height of Opening must be greater than (5 feet, and '.]) the width of Hi-*
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door

hopper
fixed

yawning \

casement

slider

skylights

single-hung

blind-window

Figure 8: Example of a generalization hierarchy

Opening must be greater than 3 feet 3. Constraints such as operable(Opening) are very difficult
to define. As we will see later the operable() constraint need not be defined. It is satisfied in this
design paradigm by a special kind of refinement called refinement by specialization (See Section 4.3).
Validity Constraints. Some entity types have a set of constraints associated with them that
specify the conditions that the any instance of the type must satisfy to be valid. For the domain
of engineering artifacts these constraints are related to the geometry of the artifact. Typically, they
specify the valid geometries for the type of object. For example, suppose a rectangular cuboid is
specified by the coordinates of its lower left corner (Xll, Yll, Zll) and by the coordinates of its upper
right corner (Xur, Yur, Zur). The corresponding validity constraints are: Xll < Xur, Yll < Yur,
and Zll < Zur. These constraints are added to the design whenever an instance of such a type is
introduced in a design situation.

4.2

Design Objectives, Importance and Assumptions

An objective is a desired relationship over variables. Objectives may be classified along two dimensions:
• Design goals vs Representation constraints
• Reduce vs non-reduce objectives
Objectives may be distinguished on the basis of their source: 1) Design goals, constraints
and criteria, and 2) Representation Constraints. Each is discussed in the following paragraphs.
Design Goals, Constraints and Criteria include functionality, constructability, cost etc. For a specific domain, such as buildings, these classes may be organized as shown in Table 2. The particular
classification shown here is borrowed from Hartkopf et al. [28]. Some of the performance criteria
presented above are difficult to define. But it is possible to define many other criteria. Two example
3

1 have chosen these values for illustration purposes only
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Spatial
Thermal

Air quality

Acoustical

Visual

Building
Integrity

Physiological
Ergonomic comfort
Handicap Acess
Functional Servicing
No numbness
No drowsiness

Psychological
Habitability
Beauty, calm
Excitement, View
Healthy plants
Sense of warmth

Sociological
Wayfinding
Adjacencies

Heat stroke
Air purity
No Lung problems

Individual control
Healthy plants
Not closed in

No irritation
from neighbors

Cancers
No Hearing damage

Stuffy feeling
Quiet, Soothing

Smoke, Smells
Privacy

Speech clarity
Music enjoyment
No glare
Good task illumination

"Alive"

Communication

Cheerfulness
Intimate, Spacious

Status of window
First and

No fatigue
Fire safety
Struct, safety
Weathertightness
No outgassing

Alive
Durability
Sense of stability
Image

Daylit office
Status/Appearance
Quality of Const.
"Craftsmanship"

Flexibility to dress
w/the Custom

Economic
Space conservation
First and
Running Costs
Energy conservation
First and
running costs
Cost effectiveness
Energy conservation
First and
running costs
Cost effectiveness
First and
running costs
i
cost effectiveness
Energy conservation
running costs
cost effectiveness
Material/Labor
Conservation
First, and
running costs
Cost effectiveil*'VH

Table 2: Organizing Building Performance Criteria: Hartkopf et al.
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Tl Validity const = {T1.C1,

Tl.Cn)

Specialization constraints = { S I , . . . , Sm)

T2 Validity const = {T1.C1

Example: Opening

Tl.Cn, SI,.., Sm}

• Door
operable(Opening),
Opening.ht > 6 ft
Opening.width > 3 ft
Figure 9: Specialization types

are provided below.
Example 1. This example defines an objective concerning a circulation requirement between two
activity spaces in a building. Circulation between two activity spaces implies that there must be an
opening of height greater than 7 feet, width greater than 3 feet, and, at the height of the floor on
the common boundary between the two spaces. This objective may be instantiated in a design by
stating: circulation (Kitchen, Dining) where Kitchen and Dining are variables of type activity space.
If Kitchen and/or Dining are new variables then the corresponding validity constraints will also be
introduced.
Example 2. In this example, we will describe an objective that expresses the requirement for
a certain amount of daylight in a space. The amount is expressed in terms of the daylight factor
which is the ratio of the illumination at the reference point to the outside illumination under the given
sky conditions and obstructions [15]. The British standard code of practice recommends daylight
factors for different building spaces in the following way: Kitchen - recommended daylight factor not
less than 2% over at least 50% of the floor area. The German standard suggest two reference point>
for the measurement of daylight conditions in rooms in residential buildings as shown in Figure 1<)
In this examplea single reference point (typically the middle of a room) is used for the specification
of the daylight factor (see Figure 26). The objective constrains the daylight factor at the referenopoint in an activity space to be within the limits LL and UL. This objective may be instantiate!
i n a d e s i g n p r o b l e m b y s t a t i n g : daylight-factorfAL Ref-point, S k y - c o n d i t i o n . O b s t r u c t i o n s , L L J ' L > .
It m u s t be emphasized t h a t definition of the objective implies t h a t given the values for the activit>
space Al and t h e other variables it is possible to determine whether the objective is satisfied, i.r it

Plan

Elevation

V

m

t
Figure 10: Reference points for daylight (after DIN 5034)

the daylight factor is within LL and UL.
Library of Objective Classes. A library of such objective classes might be defined from which the
designer may instantiate a set of objectives to define a particular design problem. The designer can
define new classes if it is not possible to find an objective class in the library to express a particular
requirement.
Representation constraints include the following:
• part-of (aggregration relationships)
• specialization (specialization relationships)
• validity
Validity and specialization constraints have been discussed earlier. T h e p a r t - o f c o n s t r a i n t s arise fr<»m
the decomposition of an abstract object or from the composition to a higher level of abstraction
For example, consider the refinement of the circulation objective as shown in Figure 11. The tw..
part-of() constraints are generated due to the aggregation relationships between the activity spa«-»
and boundary variable types. These constraints are enforced in the final design representation »>
shown in Figure 12. In Figure 12 boundary B7 is shared by both the activity spaces Al and A2 B7
is the value to which the variable B gets instantiated during the design process.
R e d u c e vs n o n - r e d u c e o b j e c t i v e s . The reduce type of objective involves increasing or d e r a t ing without limit (I am using all these other words to avoid saying maximum or minimum) of SOMI«
design variable. In this case, there is no u yes or no" answer to the question k'is this objective >-tt
isfied?"; for example, consider the objective to reduce the cost of a building. In a typical H^i-n
situation, the objective will be achieved via a number of local optimizations (see Figure 13). (Ji\«
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The Objective Hierarcy
circulation(A 1 A2,H,L)
adjacent(A 1,A23)

opening(Ol ,B)

part_of(B, Al)

height_opening(Ol, Ol.H)

paru>f(B,A2)

width^opening(Ol,Ol.W)
O1.H>7, O1.W>3

Figure 11: Refinement of Circulation objective

the design solution, i.e., a building the only way of showing that the building satisfies the objective
is by describing how the objective was refined, i.e., all of the local minimizations. Also, upon evaluation such an objective type returns the value of the characteristic being increased or reduced under
the current variable bindings.
The non-reduce type of objective includes all other objectives which return a "yes or no" answer
upon evaluation under the current variable bindings.
Status of Objectives. At any time during the design process an objective may have any one
of the following status: 1) Active, 2) In-focus, 3) Refined-but-active, 4) Satisfied, 5) Eliminated (or
inactive). When an objective is introduced in a design it has the status "Active". The status of the
objective changes over the course of the design process, finally resulting in either a satisfied or an
eliminated status.
Importance Groups. Two or more objectives may be grouped together and importance may
be assigned to the members of this group relative to each other in two ways: 1) Ordinal ranking, or
2) Weights.
Assumptions. Assumptions sure represented in the same way as objectives. The only difference
is that there is no strong requirement that a particular assumption hold. For example, in sizing
openings for daylight, assumptions may be made about the reflectances of interior boundaries of ;\
space. Different assumptions may produce different alternatives for the same objectives.
Status of Assumptions. As with objectives it is useful to associate a status with assumption*
The status of an assumptions may be one of: 1) Active, 2) Satisfied, or 3) Eliminated. While
an objective participating in a refinement is no longer active after the refinement (its status is either "refined-but-active" or "satisfied"), an assumption may remain active after a refinement. For
example, consider the assumption about reflectances of the interior boundaries of a space ma<l»
to determine the size of an opening for daylight. After the size of the opening is determined ?h»
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Design Objects Aggregation Hierarchy
Bldg-example

Bl

B2

B3

B7

BS

B6

B4

01
Ol
Bl

B6

B5

"I

B4

A2

T
B7

B2

B3

Figure 12: Example of design representation

assumption remains active because the material choices to satisfy the assumption have not been
determined. An active assumption is treated just like an active objective.
A s s u m p t i o n s and subproblem interactions. Assumptions are the mechanism by which subproblem interactions are handled, i.e., those interactions that are not known beforehand. A sub>et
of the objectives (defining some subproblem) may be refined by making assumptions regarding a
subset of variable values that other objectives (defining some other subproblem) may be concerned
with. These assumptions become additional objectives that must be met by any solutions to th*
other subproblem. If the assumptions conflict with the objectives then backtracking and redesign
may be necessary.
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Figure 13: Satisfaction of Reduce type of objectives

4.3

The Design Process

The process is modelled in terms of the following activities: 1) Focus, 2) Refine, 3) Evaluate. I)
Select, 5) Resolve. In the discussion of the design process we will make reference to the 'system'
This is to be interpreted as a computer-based environment which records the model of intent built
by the designer and provides some assistance to the designer (generating alternatives, evaluating
and selecting alternatives etc) as will be seen in the following discussion.
4.3.1

Facus

This is the process of choosing a set of objectives from the currently active set of objectives in the
design. The status of the objectives that are picked is changed to "in-focus".

4.3.2

Refine

The process of refinement of an objective(s) is the process of generating alternatives that achi« \»
the objective(s) in focus. The alternatives may 1) establish sub-objectives that must he satisfied
to achieve the parent objective(s) or 2) produce bindings for the variables involved such that th»
objective(s) in focus are satisfied.
Refinement Generating Subobjectives. This may be stated as follows:
On(Vn) .AAIi(Vax)
O

\Mr(Var) .

Omkk

xk

where there are k = 1
p alternatives. Each alternative k is a conjunction of mk. ol.j«vii\.-Also, a subset of the variables \\
ynXa\ ,V'a r . t h a t were previously u n b o u n d m a y !»r 1 >• >u m t
AM\(Va\)<
A M r ( \ ' a r ) a r e a s s u m p t i o n s t h a t a r e c o m m o n t o a l l a l t e r n a t i v e s . Assuni|>ti<>n> 11*•«>
a l s o b e s p e c i f i c t o e a c h a l t e r n a t i v e . A f t e r a p r o c e s s o f e v a l u a t i o n a n d s e l e c t i o n o u r o f th<> nlt«M-n;u i \ - ^
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is included in the design. The inclusion of this alternative will introduce new objectives and variables
into the design.
Example. Consider an objective that requires the sound level in an activity space Al to be less than
some value, Lad. The objective may be stated as: ambtenUsound-level(Al, Acousttc-obs. X-source.
Lad) where Acoustic-obs is a variable of type acoustic obstruction list; N-source is a variable describing the noise source in terms of its location, geometry and sound level. Sources of noise can he
traffic noise, noise from adjacent buildings, or noise from other activity spaces in the same building.
Since the human ear responds differently to different frequencies, the sound levels must be considered
as a function of frequency. One way to specify ambient noise levels is to use noise-criteria curves
[4]. A noise criteria curve is a plot of frequency vs. intensity for a particular range of intensities.
An activity space is said to satisfy a particular NC curve if the sound spectrum (plot of frequency
vs. intensity) in that space lies below the specified NC curve. However, in this example a single dB
value is used to specify the sound levels. The basic strategies for noise reduction are to use either
the distance or acoustic obstructions or both. Thus, one strategy that is applicable is to place the
activity space at a distance D from the source so that the level of intensity of the source becomes t he
same as the allowable level at the activity space over the distance D. Another strategy might be to
use acoustic obstructions between the source and the activity space that have a sound transmission
loss sufficient to reduce the source sound level to the allowable value in the activity space. They
may be expressed as alternative sub-objectives:
• Alt 1: distance(Al, N-source, D), D > sqrt(Ds*Ds* (antilog((Ls - 160)/10)/antilog((Lact 160)/10)
• Alt 2: blocks-path( Al, N-source, Aobs), lower-limit-sound-trans-loss(Aobs, Ls - Lact).
Changing Status of Objectives. All of the new objectives introduced by a refinement have st.atu>
"active" by default. After the selection process (see Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4) has been completed
and the selected alternative has been included in the design, the objectives that were in focus (i.e..
parents of the refinements) have the status changed to urefined-but-activeM. They will be satisfied
only when their refinements have been satisfied.

Refinement Generating Variable Bindings only. This may be stated as follows.
On(Vn) %AMi(Vax)%
— V'k for k = 1 p

\Mr(Var)

.

where Vk is a set of bindings for all the unbound variables in V\,
Vn,Va.\
Var. Assumptionmaybe specific to an alternative. After a process of evaluation and selection one of the alternative is included in the design.
Example. Suppose at some stage in the design of a building we have focussed on the following
objectives to determine the spatial layout of the spaces: outside-adjacent (Kitchen. Bldg-tin. HI:
outside-adjacentfBed, Bldg-env. B2) outside-adjacentfLiving, Bldg-env. B))
'..
With some additional assumptions: teft-of(Kitchen, Dining), back-of(Bed. Bath), heightfKitcht n
10) .....
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o2k
oik

Wij

omk
Table 3: Matrix of importance information
it is possible to generate a spatial layout alternative shown in Figure 14. We have determined
set of bindings for the geometry of the spaces and their boundaries based on the objectives and
assumptions.

K

| D

T|
B

L

Figure 14: Generating an Alternative

Changing S t a t u s of O b j e c t i v e s . After the selection process (see Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4) ha>
been complete and the selected alternative has been included in the design, the objectives that w^n
in focus (i.e.. parents of the refinements) have the status changed to "satisfied".
Propagation of I m p o r t a n c e . When objectives with associated importance information are refine I
the designer must indicate how the importance is propagated to the sub-objectives. This dependon how the importance was originally specified.
I m p o r t a n c e specified using weights. For objectives where importance is expressed using "weight the proportion of the weight to be propagated to each child must be specified for each of the alternatives. This may be described in the form of a matrix as shown below: In the Table 3. O\
(>.
are the objectives being refined; Oxk
, O m * are the objectives (child objective) in the seUvi. !
alternative k. The designer indicates the weight w^ for child 0;* with respect to the parent a
Then the weight of the child may be computed as the sum of all these proportions from each par* in
This idea was formalized by Saaty in his principle of hierarchic composition which is stated as {nil- w [22]: Given two finite sets S and.T, let S be a set of properties and T a set of objects with ?!..properties as characteristics. A numerical weight, Wj > 0, j = L..,n, is associated with each > - ^
such that £ " = 1 ivj = 1. Let tr i; > 0, i = l...m, and ^ l x w(j = 1 be the weights associated with /
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i=l,...,m G T, relative to Sj. Then, Wi, where,

gives the weight of *, with respect to S. In our case, S is the set of parent objectives and T is the
children objectives.
Importance specified using ordinal ranking. For objectives where importance is specified
using an ordinal ranking, the ordinal preferences for each child with respect to each parent must be
specified. Using the same sets S and T as before, let Oj be a ranking associated with each Sj G S.
Let Oij, i = 1...m, be a ranking associated with t{ i=l,..,m E T, relative to Sj. This information
is specified by the designer in the same format as for the weights (See Table 3). Then, the ranking Oi for T with respect to S is determined as follows: Oa > Ob if and only if for j = l...n, oaj > obj
Some kinds of refinement require additional discussion:
• Structural Refinement
• Reduce to min refinement
• Refinement by specialization
Structural refinement. In the design process as objectives are generated there is a possibility of redundant objectives. The simplest example would be arithmetic relations like X > 5 and X > 6 which
could be reduced to X > 6. There are more interesting cases such as the example shown in Figure
15. In this case, this refinement implies a kind of *kmultiple-functionalityv. Each of the openings 01

opening(Ol, B), opening(O2,B),
height(Ol, HI), 5 < HI < 7, height(02, H2), 6< H2 < 8

opening(Ol, B), height(Ol, HI), 6 < H l < 7
F i g u r e 15: S t r u c t u r a l R e f i n e m e n t
a n d 0 2 m a y b e r e q u i r e d for d i f f e r e n t p u r p o s e s , e.g., for d a y l i g h t o r c i r c u l a t i o n . T h e r e a s o n s for ili»
e x i s t e n c e o f t h e o b j e c t i v e s c a n b e d e t e r m i n e d e a s i l y b y l o o k i n g for t h e i r p a r e n t s (i.e., t h e o l \ j e « t i \ . w h o s e r e f i n e m e n t g e n e r a t e d t h e m ) . I t m u s t b e n o t e d t h a t t h e v a r i a b l e s a r e n o t y e t b o u n d . Th»* i»-rm i n o l o g y s t r u c t u r a l r e f i n e m e n t i s u s e d b e c a u s e s u c h r e f i n e m e n t s d o n o t g e n e r a t e a n y n e w ohje< fi\- -
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Reduce(increase) to M in (max). This is the refinement by which the semi-formal notion of
reduce are converted into formal notion of min. See Figure 16. It must be noted that the transreduce(V), G1(V1)
I

Gn(Vn)

refinement

min(V, [Gl,....Gn])

Figure 16: Reduce to Min
formation to a minimization problem is not as simple as the Figure 16 suggests. In this thesis we
will not attempt to deal with this tranformation problem. Some aspects of this tranformation are of
no interest from the point of view of recording design intent (e.g., using integer variables to model
discrete variable types such as materials). However, some assumptions made in this tranformation
might be required to explain the design. We rely on the designer to identify these assumptions. A
similar refinement is possible when there is more than one reduce (increase) objective (with associated importance information) which could result in some form of a multi-objective optimization
problem.

Specialization Refinement. The entire design process can be carried out with only the most
general types of objects, since the more specialized types can be modelled as the most general type
with some constraints added to it. However, the designer may find it convenient to work with specialized types (e.g., door vs opening). Specialization refinement is a facility that allows the designer
to introduce the more specialized type in the design. The specialized type may be introduced when
the appropriate specialization constraints are present in the design as shown in Figure 17. The conoperable(O), stans_at_floor_ht(O, Al), ht_opening(O, H),
h > 7 ft, width_opening(O, W), W > 2.5 ft

specialize-to-door(O)

Figure 17: Specialize to door
straints involved in this refinement become validity constraints associated with the more specialize!
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type.
In summary, the following points are noted:
• Importance is not part of the refinement (not hardcoded into the operator). The justification
is that importance seems to be specific to a design situation or a designer. Different designers
might associate different importance with the same alternatives and thus it does not make
sense to make it a part of the refinement.
• All the objectives in an importance group must be refined simultaneously. This makes sense
because whenever relative importance is specified between objectives as it implies that there
is a potential confict.
• When importance is associated with objectives being refined , the importance is propagated
from parent objective(s) to the children for each of the alternatives. The designer must indicate
how this occurs by providing information in the form of the importance matrix shown in Table
3.
4.3.3

Evaluate

The evaluate step is the process of evaluating the set of alternatives generated upon refinement with
respect to a set of objectives in focus. This set of objectives in focus is different from the ones
considered for refinement.
F o c u s s i n g for E v a l u a t i o n . The first step is to determine the objectives that are to be used
in the evaluation of the alternatives. Let Vait be the variables in the alternatives. Thus \'ait may he
the variables whose bindings have been established by refinement or they may be the variables that
occur in the subobjectives generated by the refinement. Any active objective which has variables
that occur in Vait becomes a candidate for evaluation.
Depending on the amount of information available during the evaluation we will distinguish between two kinds of evaluation:
• Complete evaluation
• Heuristic evaluation
Complete evaluation occurs when given the current values for the variables it is possible to detei-mm.
the result of the evaluation with absolute certainity. Heuristic evaluation is carried out only with
partial information on variable values and thus it involves a degree of uncertainly. We will n<t
attempt to quantify this uncertainity.

The results of the evaluation of a set of alternatives .4i

4*. with respect to O\

().,

m a y be expressed in the form of the m a t r i x s h o w n in Table 4 where an e n t r y x,j i n d i c a t e s t h e r ^ u h
o f the e v a l u a t i o n o f alternative i with respect t o objective j . D e p e n d i n g o n t h e t y p e o f ohj.-cti\»
( r e d u c e vs n o n - r e d u c e ) involved t h e result of t h e e v a l u a t i o n is different. For an object iv of t \ j . .
non-reduce:
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Alt or Obj
At

Ak

Ox
HNE
HE
HE
HE
HE

O2
ANE
ANE
ANE
AE
ANE

U

u
u
u
u

0n
20
10
15
14
11

Table 4: Matrix showing results of evaluation
xtJ = ANE (absolutely not eliminated)
I AE (absolutely eliminated)
I HNE (heuristically not eliminated)
I HE (heuristically eliminated)
I U (unknown)
where ANE and AE result from a complete evaluation while HNE and HE result from an incomplete
evaluation. In the latter case the objective status remains "active". Such an objective must be reevaluated later when more information is available. The "unknown" case arises when no evaluation
(not even a heuristic evaluation) is possible at this time for that objective. For an objective of type
reduce:
Xij = Aij

I U (unknown)
An objective of type reduce involves increasing or reducing a variable involved without limit. During
the evaluation process, the value of this variable Aij, representing some characteristic (e.g.. material
cost of some component), is computed for the alternative i and objective j. Again, the 'unknown
case arises when no evaluation is possible at this time with respect to that objective. The unknown
situation may also arise because the designer might identify objectives that are not defined <?<>
the system). However, the designer is able to evaluate them with respect to alternatives, i.e.. th»*
designer is able to indicate some sort of preference based on this objective.
4.3.4

Select

In this process the information provided by the evaluation matrix is used (along with other information obtained from the designer) to select one alternative from the different alternatives to inrludr in
the design. We will distinguish two cases based on whether any importance information is spn-ili.-d
or not:
• When importance information is specified the selection process will result, in one of the t'oll-u
ing:
- A single "best" alternative is identified
- A set of equivalent "best" alternatives is identified.
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• When no importance information is available the selection process will result in one of the
following:
- A single "best" alternative is identified.
- A set of non-inferior alternatives is identified.
We consider each of the cases seperately.
Selection with Importance specified. Consider the following example. It is assumed that
the importance is stated by an ordinal ranking and the criteria for evaluation is lexicographic. The
evaluation matrix is shown below:
Alt or Obj
Al
A2
A3
A4

01
ANE
ANE
ANE
AE

02
10
20
30
50

03
20
30
25
10

04
high
med
low
high

Suppose the ordinal ranking is given as follows: 04 > 03 > 02 > 0 1 , i.e, 04 is more important
than 0 3 ; 03 is more important than 0 2 ; 02 is more important than 0 1 . The lexicographically h*»si
choice is Al (A4 is eliminated). The designer might respond by:
• accepting the system choice; or
• rejecting the system choice and making a different choice.
When the designer rejects the system choice, it implies that the model of intent known to the system
(i.e., which the designer has built through his or her earlier actions) is inconsistent with the current
model in the designer's mind. In other words, the designer has changed his intent. This change m;t\
occur in the following ways:
• A change in the relative importance of the objectives, e.g., if 01 was more important that ()J
before now the inverse is true.
• The designer is using some unstated objective to guide the selection of alternatives (by un>tai» '
we mean either an objective not introduced to the sytem or perhaps known to the system l.m
which has not been brought into focus for this evaluation).
These alternatives are presented to the designer who must provide the system with the appropnai.
information that will justify the designer's choice instead of the original system choice.
Going back to our example, suppose the designer rejects the system choice of Al and iiiM. ••:
picks A2. This choice is justified by:
• Changing importance: 03 becomes the most important objective. In this case, this is the- <>nl\
permutation of the ranking that .will justify the choice. In general there may be more ill 1
one way to justify the choice.
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• Introducing a new objective: Some other unstated objective is the most important and is
guiding the choice. The designer must introduce the objective with the related importance
information.
Once the choice has been justified both the system and the designer are consistent with respect to
their current models of intent.
In the example, the designer may pick the eliminated alternative A4 instead of A2 or A1.
This may be justified by making 02 the most important objective (as shown in the table A4 has the
highest value for 02). In this case the objective that is causing the elimination of the alternative
must be changed or eliminated so that the designer can stay with that choice. This is done in a
resolve activity. See Section 4.3.5.
Selection with No Importance specified. Consider the same example. Again, it is assumed
that the importance is to be established by an ordinal ranking and the criteria for selection is
lexicographic. The evaluation matrix is shown below:
Alt or Obj

01

Al

A2
A3

ANE
ANE
ANE

A4

AE

02
10
20
30
50

03
20
30
25
10

04

high
med
low

high

If no importance information is provided then the system can identify only non-inferior alternatives.
In this case. Al, A2 and A3 are all non-inferior and A4 is eliminated. Suppose the designer responds by selecting Al. Given the assumptions about ordinal ranking and lexicographic criteria the
designer's choice may be justified by:
• 04 is the most important objective.
• Designer is using some other unstated objective to guide the selection.
In general there could be an infinite number of ways to justify the choice and designer might haw
intended only one of them. Generating the possible justifications for the designer's choice is the
inverse selection problem. It is discussed below.
The Inverse Selection Problem. The selection problem may be defined as the problem of identifying an alternative given the evaluation matrix, the selection criteria (e.g., lexicographic minimum i
and the importance (e.g., ordinal ranking). The inverse of this problem is that of determining :\
ranking given the choice of alternative, the evaluation matrix and the selection criteria. It may l»»
possible to outline an algorithm that solves this problem at least for the case of ordinal ranking
and lexicographic criterion. In other cases it may be not possible (e.g., when weights are involw.l i
However, for our purposes it may be sufficient to recognize an inconsistency between the system model of intent and the designer's model in their mind. We may rely on the designer to corral
the inconsistency, i.e., supply the correct importance information that justifies the designer's rhm.-.
when it conflicts with the svstem choice.

Alt or Obj
Ai

A,

A*

O{
ANE
AE
AE
ANE
ANE

0\
ANE
ANE
ANE
AE
ANE

..
..

°P

AE
AE
ANE
ANE
AE

Table 5: Matrix showing results of evaluation
Effect of changing importance on the objective hierarchy. When the importance associated with some objective has to be changed to correct an inconsistency, the importance associated
with the parents (if any) must be reassessed by the designer.
An arbitrary selection occurs when the designer makes a selection without any justification
(i.e., no objective used for evaluation and hence no evaluation is performed). This is allowed and
recorded as such. After an alternative has been selected it is included in the current design. Depending on the type of alternative (sub-objectives or bindings) the objectives that were in focus for
refinement have the status changed to "refined-but-active" or "satisfied". The sub-objectives have
status "active".
In summary, the following points are noted:
• Given the evaluation matrix and other information, the system comes up with choices. The
designer may or may not agree with them. If the designer disagrees then it implies that the
designer has changed his or her original model of intent that is recorded in the system.
• In some special cases, it may be possible for the system to suggest changes that justify the
choice. These suggestions are presented to the designer who may verify it. If this is not
possible, then the designer must indicate how the model of intent has been changed.
4.3.5

Resolve

A resolve situation occurs due to a potential conflict between some objectives in the design. Tlui^
are three ways to get into a such a situation:
• no alternatives are generated for refinement;
• all alternatives generated for refinement have been absolutely eliminated by evaluation (ser
Table 5); or
• during the selection process the designer intentionally selects an eliminated alternative even
when other non-eliminated alternatives are available (see Section 4.3.4).
Due to the nature of the design methodology where we allow for arbitrary choices, assumptions ;iml
importance there are many ways by which such a situation may be handled:
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1. backtrack (or changing a previous selection or changing importance);
2. change or replace assumptions;
3. change or replace objectives;
4. eliminate objectives; or
5. some combination of 2, 3, and 4.
Before describing the different options, some definitions are needed.
Levels in t h e O b j e c t i v e H i e r a r c h y . It is useful to distinguish two levels in the hierachies shown
in Figure 18: 1) Top-level and 2) Leaf level. In Figure 18 objectives 0 1 , 06 and 07 are top-level

Figure 18: Levels in the objective hierarchy
while 0 4 , 0 5 , 0 3 , 0 6 , 08 and 09 are leaf level objectives. Notice that 06 may be considered to be
in both the top and leaf levels.
Changing an O b j e c t i v e or A s s u m p t i o n . Changing an objective implies changing the values
of the exogenous variables. So for example, in the case of the sound level objective: ambtent-soundlevelfAl. Acoiistic-obs. N-source, Lad), N-source and Lact are exogenous variables. N-source is a
description of the noise source and Lact is the desired upper limit on the sound level in Al. During
the instantiation of the objective in the design Lact may have been given a value, say 60 dB. In
other words, the designer desires the sound level in Al to be within 60 dB. During the course <>!
the design this value may be increased or lowered. In this case we say that the objective has l>«-*-n
changed.
Replacing an Objective or Assumption. Changing exogenous variable values is not sufficient to model all possible changes to an objective or assumption. For example, consider a chain;*
from reduce-cost() to cost < X. Such changes are modelled by "replace" operation as opposed r<> t
"change" operation. In the case of both change and replace a new version of the old objective icreated. See Section 5.3 for how these versions are maintained.
Backtrack. Backtrack to the previous point, where an arbitrary choice was made (shown !n A
in Figure 19) and try one of the other alternatives. The activities upto the current state may U
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replayed on the other alternative if the operators for refinement, evaluation and selection are known
If significant designer input was involved then we will not be able to proceed without designer assistance.

Figure 19: Progression of states leading to resolve

Change a s s u m p t i o n s . An assumption may have been used in another refinement. See Section
4.2. In changing the assumption it is possible that the other refinement would have to be redone.
In other words, all the alternatives generated by the refinement become invalid.
Change o b j e c t i v e s . Only top-level objectives may be changed. So if an objective at some other
lower level has to be changed the designer must traverse the hierarchy untill the top-level objective^) is reached. The effect of changing a top-level objective on the lower level objectives depends
on how the objective was refined. Consider the example of the sound level objective: ambient-souudlevelfAl, Acoustic-obs. N-source, Lad). The alternatives generated by refinement:
• Alt 1: distance(Al. N-source, D), D > sqrt(Ds*Ds* (antilog((Ls - 160)/10)/antilog((Lact 160)/10)
• Alt 2: blocks-path(Al, N-source, Aobs), lower-limit-sound-trans-loss(Aobs, Ls - Lact).
If Lact is changed from say 60 to 70 dB, then for Alt 1 the limit on D changes, while for Alt '2
the second objective lower-Umtt-sound-trans~loss(Aobs, Ls - Lact) changes. Notice that the fir>t
objective for Alt 2 remains unaffected. Any refinements that included only the first objective, hut
not the second, will remain valid.
Eliminating an o b j e c t i v e . Only top-level objectives may be eliminated. If the object iw i"active" then eliminating it has no effects. The effects of eliminating a satisfied objective <le|>ni«U
on the type of activity that satisfied the objective: 1) refinement or 2) evaluation. Each «>f \\\<^
cases are considered below. *
In case of a refinement activity the following situations may occur:
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• The alternatives become invalid, i.e., a different set of alternatives may be generated without
the eliminated objective or maybe that no alternatives are possible.
• All the objectives used in refinement, evaluation and selection are "active" again.
• The alternative that was chosen to be included in the design is revoked. This has different
implications depending on whether:
- The alternative is a set if sub-objectives: the corresponding objectives must be eliminated
- The alternative is a set of variable bindings - the corresponding variables become "unbound" - this may cause a number of objectives to change status and any refinements
that were generated from those bindings become invalid.
In case of an evaluation activity, the status of an alternative may change from eliminated to
not-eliminated because the elimination of an objective may free up an alternative that was eliminated
due to that objective. An alternative that was selected might become unselected, while an alternative
that was previously unselected may become selected. These changes have different implications
depending on whether:
• The alternative is a set of objectives - the corresponding objectives must be eliminated: and
the objectives corresponding to the newly selected alternative must be included in the design.
• The alternative is a set of variable bindings - the corresponding variables become bound to
the new bindings corresponding to the newly selected alternative, which may cause a number
of objectives to change status.
Changing m a t e r i a l a n d g e o m e t r y of design e n t i t i e s as a t o o l for Resolve. In this paradigm
the designer is not allowed to directly manipulate the design. The designer is forced to work with
the idea of refinement of objectives. However, it may be useful to allow a designer to alter t he
variables at the lowest level of abstraction in the type hierarchy (i.e., variables representing material
and geometry of design entities) in a "what-if scenario to identify the objectives that are violate.I
This will help the designer determine what should be done to the objectives to obtain the desire**!
result. This assumes that the designer has generated at least one design solution and the solution
does not satisfy the designer.
Variable Change Propagation. Even though a design variable cannot be directly altered l\
the designer, it can be changed during a "what-if scenario or as a consequence of deleting or changing objectives. Consider the hierarchies shown in Figure 20. The highest level objectives, i.e.. at
level 0 are established by the designer. These objectives will often involve the most abstract variable, Dl° in Figure 20. For example, D l ° could be the building, and D l l to Dp\ could be ih.
variables representing activity-spacer, structural system, HVAC system and PLEC system. Th« i«
may be more than one such abstract variable, although in this example there is only one 1 I..
variables D l 1 to Dp\ are related to the higher level variable Dl° by part-of() constraints. As il..
objective hierarchy is refined, the design hierarchy also gets refined. It is not necessary that b-ti
the hierarchies have the same number of levels as shown in Figure 20. The lowest levels of the <U ^ I - I
hierarchy, i.e.. D\m to Dp™ will be made up of variables representing geometry and material i !• i
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Level 0: 01

Dl 0

°

Uvdl:

Level m: Olm.

D1

~

D2

Dl m

m

Objective Hierarchy levels

m

Design Hierarchy levels

Figure 20: Levels of objective and design hierarchies

an artifact such as a building). Correspondingly, the lowest level objectives will represent geometric
relationships (e.g., adjacencies between objects) and material property (e.g., sound transmission loss
values) constraints or other characteristics such as cost.
Suppose a subset of the variables D i m , 1 < i < pm are changed. A subset of the objectives
1
Oi" , 1 < i < n will be immediately affected. Since these objectives are refinements of corresponding
higher level objectives at level m-1 they will also be affected and so on till level 0. Another way of
looking at this is from the perspective of the design hierarchy: The variable Dim are part of higher
level variables at level m-1. A change in Dim implies a change in the higher level variables of which
Dim are a part.
As a result of one or more of these changes the effect of resolve may be to change the
objective by creating new version of an objective - entire objective hierarchies may be altered.

5

Recording the history of the Design Process

The history of the design process described in the earlier sections constitutes the record of design
intent. The basic unit of the record is the design state. The record is a time sequence of design
states. Both of these concepts are described in the following sections. We have adopted a sin^U
designer, single task approach. In other words, no two design activities may occur in parallel. It inconceivable that two refinements occur in parallel if their variable domains are completely or almost
distinct. This raises a number of issues because there may be more than one set of variable binding
at the same time in the design. However, we will not be concerned with this problem in this thM>i«.

5.1 The Design State
The following entities occur within the design process model described earlier:
• objectiVPS and importance groups;
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• assumptions;
• design variables;
• exogenous variables;
• alternatives;
• evaluation matrix; and
• design operators (incl. heuristics).
Both the alternatives and evaluation matrix may be redundant information in the sense that they
can be generated from the objectives-in-focus, assumptions, variable bindings and the operators.
However, some evaluations may be carried out by the designer in which case operators may not be
available. During the course of the design process all of these entities can change. Some are changed
by the design activities while others maybe changed explicitly by the designer (eg objectives and
exogenous variables). The design state Si may be represented as follows:
• Objectives: Oa - active; Os - satisfied; Oe - eliminated; Ora - refined but. active.
• Assumptions: ASa - active; -45, - satisfied.
• Design variables: Vd - current bindings for the variables (some of these variables may be
unbound).
• Exogenous variables: Ve - current bindings, for the exogenous variables (all of these variables
are bound).
• Alternatives: Aae - absolutely eliminated alternatives, Ant - not-eliminated, A9 - selected
alternative. There may be no alternatives.
• Operators
A particular version of objectives, variables, assumptions and operators are associated with each
state. One state is always identified as the current state in the design. This state need not be the
latest state in the time sequence of design states.

5.2

The Activity Record

A tranformation from this state 5, to the next S,+i occurs as a result of any one of the following
actions (see Figure 21):
• Focus/Refine/Evaluate/Select
• Resolve
• Modification of objectives by designer
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focus/refine/eval/select

focus/refine/eval/select

resolve

Case 2. Unsuccessful

Case 3.
Figure 21: Transformation between Design States

For each of these three cases the activity record is used to maintain information about the activity.
The kinds of information generated and recorded for each type of activity are discussed below.
F o c u s / R e f i n e / E v a l u a t e / S e l e c t . This activity is carried out as follows:
• Identify objectives in focus for refinement.
• Refine the objectives to generate alternatives.
• Identify objectives in focus for evaluation of the alternatives.
• Perform the evaluation of the alternatives to obtain an evaluation matrix (See Section -I.:*.:?)
• If all the alternatives are eliminated then the resolve activity (Case 2 in Figure 21) is invok*-«|.
else, select an alternative (See Section 4.3.4).
• If an alternative is successfully selected then include it in the design (Case 1 in Figure 21).
Information generated during this kind of activity that must be recorded include: I) importano
m a t r i x , 2) o b j e c t i v e s in focus for refinement, 3) operator used for r e f i n e m e n t . 4) a s s u m p t i o n s m;««l»in t h e refinement, 5) o b j e c t i v e s in focus for e v a l u a t i o n , 6) e v a l u a t i o n m a t r i x , 7) o p e r a t o r s U>»M| m
t h e e v a l u a t i o n , 8) selection criteria, and 9) selected alternative. T h e i m p o r t a n c e m a t r i x c o n t a i n s tin
information used in p r o p a g a t i n g i m p o r t a n c e in the objective hierarchy (See Propagation of imp..!
tance in Section 4.3.2).
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Resolve. As indicated earlier, this case arises when all of the alternatives generated in the focus/refine/eval/select activity are eliminated (Case 2 in Figure 21). The nature of the changes that
were made to rectify the potential conflict among objectives are recorded, i.e., backtracking, changing or replacing assumptions, changing, replacing or eliminating objectives, or some combination of
the above.
Modification. Objectives and operators are the only items that can be explicitly modified by
the designer. The modifications considered in this activity are not motivated by confict (resolve)
but by some external influences (e.g., the design problem description may be changed). The particular modifications carried out are recorded, i.e., which objective(s) or operator(s) are modified.
The actual forms of the objective(s) and operator(s) are stored as versions with the objective(s) and
operator(s) themselves as explained in the following section.

5.3

The Organization of the Design Record

The organization of the information in the design record is dependent on how the information is to
be used. These include 1) browsing through the record, and 2) determining the effect of modification.
Browsing.
• Get all instances of a class of objective: eg. adjacency(). or more specifically, adjacency()
involving variable X.
• Get all instances of a type of variable: eg. activity space or opening.
• Get all instances of objectives involving a given set of instances of variables.
• Identify person(s) responsible for an objective(s).
• Show all versions for an objective.
• Show all versions of a variable.
• Determine the alternative for a particular version of a variable.
• Determine the most recent state where an arbitrary selection was made.
• Determine the state in which an objective(s) was in focus. This is equivalent to asking for r Instate in which the objective status was changed.
• Get assumptions made in generating an alternative.
• Show all alternatives generated in a state.
Determining the effect of change.
• Changing the value of a leaf level variable and its effects on the objective and variable hu in
chies.
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• Adding, eliminating, and changing top level objectives.
• Adding, eliminating, and changing assumptions.
The representation of the information can be tailored to efficiently support a given set
of requirements. In the following sections, we describe a representation scheme to support the
requirements outlined earlier.
5.3.1

Objectives

The following pieces of information is represented with each objective: 1) name, 2) content. 3) importance, 4) author, 5) version history, and 6) parents and children.
Content. The content of an objective is described by the following items:
• class of objective: identifies the method for evaluation and refinement; and
• variables: instances of the variables that are constrained by the objective
Importance. The objective may have importance information specified relative to other objective*
All these objectives are grouped into a structure called the importance group.
Author. This refers to the name of the person introducing the objective (or the particular version
of it). In building design it may be a contractor, client, architect etc. This is used only for th^
highest-level objectives.
Parents and Children. The parents are those objectives of which this current objective is a
refinement. If it is not the refinement of any objective and has been introduced by the designer then
this value is set to designer. The children are those objectives that are refinements of this objective
Versions of objectives are created by the "change" and "replace" operations on the objectives. It
should be possible to retrieve any version of an objective from a current version. We will follow an
approach similar to the one used in the ORION model [10], [1], where a generic version object is u>« .1
to record the version derivation hierarchy (Figure 22). Every version of the objective maintain* t
reference to this object and hence it is possible to retrieve any other version of the objective wirh-.m
rolling the history back to the state in which the particular version existed.
The Current Version as a function of state. A particular version of the objective is associated
with each state in the design. For example, 01.VI could be existing from states 0 to 10. Ol.V'2 fr« >m
states 11 to 20 etc. Thus, given a state, say 12, the form of the objective for that state is determin* -I
Objective status. The status of the current version of the objective is also a function of the srn?»
(in the same way as above) and maybe one of: active, refined-but-active, satisfied or eliminated
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01.V1

O1.V2
O1.V2.1

O1.V2.2

O1.V2.3

Figure 22: Objective Version derivation heirarchy

5.3.2

Assumptions

They are similar to objectives with the following exceptions: 1) the status of an assumption can
be one of active or satisfied, 2) assumptions do not have parents or children, and 3) they have no
importance associated with them.
5.3.3

Variables: Design and Exogenous

The following pieces of information are represented with each variable: 1) name, 2) type, 3) value,
and 4) versions.
T y p e a n d Value. A design variable can be made up of other variables (a composite type): l\ —
(Vn, V'12
V\n) where V\j is related to V\ by part-of(Vij, Vj). Alternatively, a variable may be
bound to a character string, integer etc (simple types).
Versions. Versions are alternative values for the same design variable. In this paradigm alternatives
may be generated in the same state by a refinement activity or alternatives may be generated in
different states as shown in Figure 23. This happens because the designer chooses to arbitrarily
select one alternative in state SI and pursues the design till state S6 generating one alternative for
the layout and location of openings. At this point the designer could backtrack to SI and pursue ,»
different alternative thereby generating the alternative in state S10 as shown in Figure 23. As w;i>
the case with objective versions, it is useful to be able to retrive any version from a current version <>f
the variable. The same approach used for objectives is adopted for this purpose. A generic version
object is used to record the version derivation hierarchy. Every version of the variable maintains a
reference to this object and hence it is possible to retrieve any other version of the variable.
Current Version as a function of state. The same idea of relating the current version t<>
the state is also used with respect to variables. For example, VI.vl could be existing from states n
to 10, Vl.v2 from states 11 to 20 etc. Thus, given a state, say 12, the value of the variable m that
state is determined. If the variable is unbound in a particular state it is assigned a special syml»«.!
indicative of this condition. If a variable becomes non-existent in some state (this could happen «in«
to backtracking) then another special symbol is used to indicate this condition.
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A2

Alternatives generated
in SI

A1.2
Figure 23: Alternatives generated in different states

Two other items that may be useful to associate with variables are: 1) a change notification flag,
and 2) the list of part-of constraints involving the variable (only variables that represent entities can
form such constraints). The change notification flag is used for indicating when a variable value is
changed (see Section 4.3.5) and hence everything related (determined using the part-of constraints)
must be notified.
5.3.4

Alternatives

The following pieces of information are be represented with each alternative: 1) name, 2) variable
bindings and/or objectives, 3) alternative-group, and 4) status.
An alternative may include a set of variable bindings and/or objectives. An alternative made up of
variable bindings is represented by maintaining references to the different versions of the variables
involved as shown in Figure 24. In the case of alternatives that are objectives, the objectives will
not be versions of each other. They could be completely different objectives as shown in Figure 24
The alternative maintains a reference to all of the objectives.
Alternative group. It refers to the group to which the set of alternatives belong. All the alternatives in the group were generated in the same state, i.e., the same refinement step. The
alternative group contains:
• a reference to the alternatives that form a part of it; and
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Altl

AU2

Altl

Alternatives: variable bindings

Alt2

Alternative: objectives

Figure 24: Representation of alternatives

• a reference to the activity record for the activity generating alternatives (or this could be a
reference to the particular state in which the alternatives existed).
The activity record is a reference to the focus/refine/eval/select activity in which the alternative
was generated.
Status. The status maybe one of: eliminated or not-eliminated or selected. The status of the
alternative is represented in the same way as the status of objectives, i.e., it is a function of the
state.
5.3.5

Design Operators

The following pieces of information are represented with each operator: 1) name, 2) content, and 3)
versions.
Content. Operators are involved in refining or evaluating instances of classes of objectives. They
may be associated with a single class or with multiple classes of objectives. From an implementation
perspective they could be rules in CLP(R) or a C/Fortran function.
Versions. A version is created by changing an operator definition.
definition could be motivated by:

A change in the operator

• a change in the semantics associated with the objective; or
• a change in technology e.g. a new material is invented with better properties, or a n*-\\
alternative for addressing some objective is discovered.
As was the case with objectives and variables, it is desirable to maintain the entire version hisi».r>
with every version of the operator. The same approach used for objectives and variables is u>*-.|
A generic version object is used to record the version derivation hierarchy. Every version of th.
variable maintains a reference to this object. As with objectives and variables an operator \>r^i..n
is associated with every state. Thus given the current state, it is possible to'determine the run*m
operator version. The change and versioning of operators is not supported in the prototype.
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5.3.6

The Design Record

The record is a time sequence of states. Because of the possibility of backtracking, two states may
be derived from the same state. So the logical structure is tree-like. See Figure 25. The record is

Logical Sequence
Time Sequence

Figure 25: Record: Time vs Logical sequence

implemented as a linked list of states. Each state contains the following information: 1) name or
some reference to the state, 2) next-state(s), 3) previous state, 4) activity record involved in the
transformation from the previous state to the current state, and 5) a flag indicating whether or noi
an arbitrary choice for alternative was made in that state.

6

Example

This example is concerned with the design of a residential building. The highest level objective** m
building design are to support the activities occuring within the spaces of the building. Howevr
for this example, we will assume that the highest level objectives have been refined to objecti\*>
concerning the the spatial, acoustic, visual, thermal and air quality requirements associated with
each space. In this example, we will deal only with a subset of these objectives as shown in Tabl» <<
In the Table 6 a ~ " indicates equality with a tolerance. For the area objective, we may specify u.lrrance to be 15 percent (both positive and negative). For the daylight objective, P and mid iiulir.u.
the position of the reference point within the space at which daylight factor is to be measured. Th»n
are many ways to specify this position as shown in Figure.26. Another objective that, is considered ito reduce the conducted heat loss from the building, expressed as: reduce-conducted-heat-loss( Bf-k
Bldg-env). Other objectives will be included at different stages of the process.
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Activity-Space
Kitchen(K)
Dining(D)
Living(L)
Bed(B)
Bath(T)

Area (sq. ft.)

- 120
- 100
~ 144
- 130
-50

SL (dB)
< 30
-

Daylight (DF)

2,3 P
2,3 P
2,3 P
2,3 P
3,4 mid

Circulation
Kitchen
Dining, Bed
Bed

Table 6: A subset of objectives for a residential building

L/2
B

1P

Mid

L/2'

B/2

3B/4

B

m

Figure 26: Specifying reference positions

Environment. The description of the environment includes the site for the building and the
location of the noise source. The intensity of the noise is 80 dB at a distance of 10 feet away. Tlu97.5 percentile temperature for winter months is 15 F. Other data will be included as needed.
T h e T i m e dimension. The specifications for the building should include the notion of tim»e.g., the time period during a day when the ambient sound levels are desired. However, to simphl">
the discussion of the example, this dimension has been ignored.
Representation of Geometry. The activity spaces, boundaries and openings are assumed ?«•
be rectangular cuboids. It is possible to define them in at least two ways: 1) it may be define.I
by specifying the coordinates of the lower left corner and upper right corner with respect to *MH*
global system or 2) it may be defined by specifying the location of one corner with respect to tl».global coordinate system and the dimensions of the cuboid. It is possible to derive one from the ot h»-r
Definition of Adjacency between a space and outside. An activity space is adjacent wnl.
respect to the outside if it is possible to define a rectangular cuboid that is adjacent to the b o u n d s
that does not intersect other physical objects in the design. Two dimensions of this cuboid w
determined by the dimensions of the activity space (or boundary) while the third dimension is tiv
at 5 feet as shown by the shaded rectangle in the Figure 27.
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Outside

Boundary

Figure 27: Definition of adjacency to outside
Control. The designer controls the process by deciding to focus on some subset (one or more) of
the active objectives at any time. Before describing the process, the current state of the variables
and objectives is described.
Variable Types used in the example. The following variable types are used in this example: 1) building, 2) activity-space, 3) boundary, and 4) opening. The building type is an aggregate
type described by: 1) list of activity-spaces, 2) structural system, and, 3) HVAC system. There
are other aspects (e.g., water supply and drainage systems) in a building but this example will deal
primarily with the building spaces and consider their interaction with structural and HVAC systems.
The environment variable type may be described as an aggregation of types defining various
aspects of the local environment. In this example, we are primarily concerned with the noise-source
which may be represented as: 1) Location of point source (wrt some global coordinate system), and
2) Intensity of sound level in dB at some distance from the source.
The geometry for all entities is a rectangular cuboid located at some position in space (wrt
to a defined site coordinate system).
An activity space is an aggregate type described by: 1) geometry, 2) boundary-list, 3)
opening-list, and 4) content-list. The boundary list is the list of boundaries associated with tin*
space (both external and internal). Boundaries may be shared by activity spaces. The content list i>
a list of objects that occur within the activity space, e.g., beams and columns (or portions of beam>
and columns) from structural systems, ducts from HVAC systems etc.
A boundary is an aggregate type described by: 1) geometry, 2) layer list, and 3) opening
list. The layer list is a list of boundary layers that make up the boundary. The opening list is a li>t
of openings that lie on the boundary.
A layer is an aggregate type described by: 1) geometry, and 2) material. The material i^
some building material (e.g., styrofoam) that constitutes the layer.
An opening is an aggregate type described by: 1) geometry, and 2) material. The maten.il
of an opening refers to the material used for glazing in case the opening is a-window or skylight «.r
the material of the door in case the opening is a door.
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Variable Bindings and Objectives at start of process. The space list for the building has
been determined as shown below. Other variables are not yet bound. The spaces are represented by
the variables: Kitchen, Dining, Living, Bed, Bath. Each of the variables Kitchen, Living, Bed, Bath,
and Dining are of type activity space and are unbound. Some other variables include the external
visual obstructions Vobs (in daylight objectives) and-the Acoustic-obs (in sound level objective). In
this example there are no external visual obstructions at this point. However, since parts of the
design themselves may become potential visual obstructions - so the value for Vobs might change.
A example is given for each of the classes of objectives:
reduce-conducted-heat-loss(Bldg, Bldg-env)
floor-area(L, Al), equal-tolerance(Al, 144, 10)
daylight-factor(L, Mid, Clear, Vobs, 2,3)
ambient-sound-level(Al, Acoustic-obs, N-source, 50)
circulation(L,B, 7, 3)
Also, validity constraints are introduced for each of the variables (activity spaces and building).
Refinement of conducted heat loss. The following objective is in focus:
reduce-conducted~heat-loss(Bldg, Bldg-env)
Two refinements are created for this objective:
1. reduce-boundary-area-exposed-to-out8ide(Bldg, Bldg-env)
2. reduce-U-value-for-outside-boundaries(Bldg, Bldg-env)
Conducted heat loss depends on the area of the boundary exposed to the outside, the U-value
(coefficient of thermal conductance) of the layers of material that make up the boundary and the
temperature difference between the inside and outside as shown below:
Min Ahl*Ubl*6(Tx) +
where AK is the area of the boundary exposed to outside, Ubi is its thermal conductance and 6(Ti)
is the temperature difference. Notice that this formulation is equivalent to the refinement expressed
earlier only if the values of 6(Tt) and Un are the same (or almost same) for the different spaces.
Refinement of sound level objective. Two alternative strategies are possible for achieving
sound isolation:
1. Alt 1: disUace(Al, N-source, D), D > sqrt(Ds*Ds* (antilog((Ls - 160)/10)/antilog((Lact 160)/10)
2. Alt 2: blocks-pat h(Al, N-source, Aobs), lower-limit-sound-trans-loss(Aobs, Ls - Lact).
An acoustic obstruction maybe an earth berm, other activity spaces, boundaries. At this point no
decision is made to use any one of these options for an acoustic obstruction. For example, consider
the objective:
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ambient-sound-level(Bed, Aobs, N-source, 30)
The following refinements are generated:
1. distance(Bed, N-source, D), D > 3162277.6
2. blocks-path(Bed, N-source, Aobs), lower-limit-sound-trans-loss(Aobs, 45)
In the case of this refinement, there are two choices possible. Alternative 1 is eliminated by evaluation with respect to the objective that requires all of activity spaces to lie within the site boundaries.
The distance requirement is too large for the Bed space to lie within site boundaries. This evaluation
is deterministic but must be performed at a qualitative level, i.e., the geometry of the space is not
determined as of yet. Thus, alternative 2 is included in the current design.
Refinement of daylight objectives. The daylight objective is refined into the following subobjectives:
• the space must be adjacent to the outside; and
• the daylight through all openings at the reference point in the space meet the required criteria.
It must be noted that there are ways to get daylight to the space without the space being adjacent
to the outside, e.g., light funnels etc. However, these alternatives are not considered in this example.
For example, consider the objective:
daylight-factor(Living, P, Vobs, 2, 3)
The following refinements are generated:
1. outside-adjacent(Living, Bldg-env, Blistl)
2. partof(Blistl, Living.boundary-list)
3. daylight-thro-openings(01ist, Living, Blistl, Vobs, 2, 3)
4. partof(Olist, Living.opening-list)
The partof() objective constrains the boundaries in Blistl to be part of the activity space boundary
list and similarly for the openings. Similarly, all of the other daylight objectives are refined.
Refinement of circulation objective. Each objective requiring circulation between two spacis refined into two sub-objectives: 1) the two spaces must be adjacent. (2) if there is a boundary
there must be an opening to allow for passage, (3) the size of the opening is greater than the ,^i\» n
dimensions and (4) the opening lies at the floor level of both the spaces. For example, consider Hi*
objective:
circulation!Kitchen. Dining, 7, 3)
The following refinements are generated:
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1. side-adjacent(Kitchen, Dining, B6, 7, 3)
2. member(B6, Kitchen.boundary-list)
3. member(B61 Dining.boundary-list)
4. opening(Okd, B6), Okd.height > 7, Okd.width > 3, opening-at-floor-level(Okd, Kitchen.geometry.
Dining.geometry)
5. member(Okd, Kitchen.opening-list), member(Okd, Dining.opening-list)
"Okd" is a variable of type opening that represents the opening between the Kitchen and Dining
spaces. The side-adjacent() objective constrains two spaces to have a common vertical boundary
with certain minimum dimensions (in the above case 7 feet and 3 feet).
Generation of Spatial layouts. Now the designer brings into focus all spatial (perhaps geometry
is a more appropriate term) objectives and tries to generate spatial layouts. Thus the following
objectives are brought into focus:
1. floor-area() objectives;
2. outside-adjacent() objectives generated by refining daylight;
3. side-adjacent() objectives generated by refining circulation;
4. blocks-path() generated by refining sound level; and
5. validity constraints.
The designer can now add some new objectives specifying the minimum values for lengths and
breadths of the spaces, e.g., lengths of all spaces except the bath must be at least 10 feet. In
additon, the lengths and breadths of all the spaces are assumed:
1. Kitchen: 10 x 12 ft
2. Living: 10 X 15 feet
3. Bed: 10 x 13 feet
4. Dining: 10 x 10 ft
5 . Bath: 6 x 8 feet.
Also, the height of all spaces is assumed to be 10 feet. All of these are recorded as assumption*
These assumptions are common to all of the alternatives that will be generated. Besides. the>.assumptions there may be assumptions associated with each alternative, i.e., alternative specific
assumptions. The alternatives generated in this example are shown in Figure 28. The set of alternatives described here is not exhaustive; a number of implicit assumptions are made in generating
the alternatives. Generating the alternatives automatically is not trivial. Tools such as ABLOOS
[5] may be used to do this. However going from the description of the layout problem given m th»52
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Figure 28: Alternative spatial layouts

form of objectives to ABLOOS is a fairly involved process. But it is still only a translation problem. A more difficult problem is to identify (automatically) the appropriate operator and ensure
that the objectives and assumptions are sufficient to define one or more solutions. The emphasis of
this research is not to automate the solution of the design problems but to identify and record any
information generated and used in the process of solution. In the case of this example, ABLOOS
was not used.
Evaluation and selection of layout alternatives. Objectives in focus for evaluation:
1. O\: reduce-boundary-area-exposed-to-outside(Bldg, B-env)
2. 0 2 : like-shape(Bldg)
The first objective involving the boundary area is a reduce type of objective, the evaluation return*
a value for the characteristic: boundary area exposed to the outside. This characteristic is mea.siir»-I
on a ratio scale and in square feet units.
The second objective is not defined. This may occur because the designer is not able i.
articulate a definition but is still able to evaluate the alternatives with respect to the objecti\.
In the case of the second objective the designer assigns a ranking from 0 to 8 (larger value nir.-m53

Alt or Obj

0,

Ax
A*

1100
1220
1220
1040
1260
1040
1040
1160

A3
A4
As

M

A7
As

o2

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

Table 7: Matrix showing results of evaluation
it is better; there is no notion of how much better) for each of the alternatives. In this case the
characteristic is being measured on an ordinal scale. The evaluation matrix is shown in Figure 7.
In this case it is seen that alternative AQ will be selected as it is preferred by both objectives. If
instead that the designer had picked A3 as the most preferred alternative with respect to Oo, there
would be a conflict because A3 is not one of alternatives preferred by O\. Typically, such a conflict
would be resolved by the designer stating that Oo is more important objective than O\.
The selected alternative is shown in Figure 29. After the selection of this alternative the

B5
B2

B7

i B6 I BIO

B13

Figure 29: Chosen alternative with boundaries

current state of the variable bindings changes for all the activity spaces as shown below fo
Kitchen:
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Kitchen
geometry
-> 50, 60, 10, 60, 72, 20
boundary-list — Bl, B2, B5, B3, B4
opening-list —• Okd
content-list —• [..]
Figure 30 shows an pictorial representation of the design process upto this point. All of the objectives, operators and validity constraints are not shown in the Figure 30.
Acoustic Obstructions. The Kitchen, Dining and Living spaces serve as acoustic obstruc-

ambient-sound-level() ra
sound-trans-lossQ
daylight-factorQ
openingO,....
blocks-pathO
side-adjacent()

daytight-thro-openingsO

outside-adjacentO

floor-areaO

S

s

length(Kitchen, 10)

height(Kitchen,

reduce-cond-loss()

Key:
s: satisfied
reduce-boundary-areaO

ra: refined-but-active
am: assumption
a: active
si: selected alt

Eval. matrix

Figure 30: Pictorial representation of the design process
tions for the Bed space. Figure 31 shows the two possible sound transmission paths from the noise
source through the obstructions to the Bed space: 1) Bl, B5, B8, and 2) B17, Bio. Corresponding
to these two paths the sound~transmission-loss() objective implies that the total loss:
Bl + B5 + B8 = BIT + B15 = 45 dB.
oo
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noise source to B.

Figure 31: Sound transmission paths

The loss occuring over the distance of the spaces themselves is ignored. If the loss is to be distributed
uniformly, it implies that the boundaries Bl, B5, and B8 must each have an STL of at least 15 dB.
while, B17 and B15 must each have an STL of at least 22.5 dB.
Designing for daylight in living space. The following objective is in focus:
daylight-thro-openings(Living, Blistl,Vobs, 2, 3)
This problem is very underconstrained. We could have more than one opening to satisfy the requirement. Moreover, there are two boundaries (B16, B17) on which the openings can be placed. Al><»
the opening may be placed anywhere on the boundary. In dimensioning the opening assumption*
have to be made regarding the dirt factor (which is a reflection on the maintenance), the allowance
for mullions, and the type of glazing to be used. These factors affect the amount of daylight entering through an opening. Also, the internally reflected contribution to the daylight within th»space depends on the reflectances of the interior boundaries. The designer makes the follow in-

assumptions:
• Use a single opening.
• Place the opening on B16.
• The centerline of the-opening must be centered on the boundary.
• Allowance for dirt = 0.1).

• Allowance for mullions = 0.8.
• Glazing is clear single (transmission factor is 1.0).
• Reflectance of walls = 40 percent.
• Reflectance of floor = 20 percent.
The design requires a DF ~ 2 at the reference point which is 7.5 feet away from the boundary B16
and at the 7.5 from the boundary B17. As a result of the allowances, the design DF is 2/(0.9*0.8)
= 2.8. In the absence of any external obstructions, DF = S.C. + I.R.C., i.e., the sum of the sky
component and the internally reflected component. The internally reflected component depends on
the reflectances of the walls and floor.
Even with all the assumptions, there are a variety of window sizes (height vs width) that will
satisfy the objective. These sizes can be arrived at by trial and error. For example, suppose that the
required DF of 2.8 will be provided by a S.C. of 2.3 and a I.R.C of 0.5. Since the window must be
located centered on the boundary, the reference point falls at the center of the opening. So we will
consider two hypothetical openings that together define the whole opening. See Figure 32. Each of

Figure 32: Two Hypothetical Openings

these openings provide 1/2 of 2.3 = 1.15 of DF. From the table for computing the sky-component
(pg. 202 of [15]) : H/D = 0.6 and VV/D = 0.5 provide an S.C. = 1.2. Since D = 7.5, the values of
H = 4.5 ft and W = 3.75 ft. Thus total area of opening = 4.5 x (3.75 x 2) = 33.75. From another
table for computing the internal reflected component (pg. 184 of [15]), we can determine the I.R.C
based on the ratio of opening area to floor area and the reflectances. This value turns out to be O.ti
Thus, we have a DF = 2 x 1.2 + 0.6 = 3.0. This is acceptable and hence the sizes of the opening
are as shown in Figure 33. This is only one of a number of possible sizes for the opening.
This refinement has generated bindings for the geometry and material of the opening in the living
space to meet the daylight requirements. For the daylight requirement to be satisfied we must ensure
that there be SO visual obstructions in the living space between the opening and the reference point
as shown by triangular (in plan) volume ABC in Figure 34. This could be handled by establishing
the objective: no-visual-obstructions( Living, OLiving, mid). Since the current contents of the living
space are empty, this objective is currently satisfied. However, should the contents of the sp;iochange as other objectives (e.g.. structural or HVAC related) are achieved then this objective rouhl
be violated.
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B17

B16

All dimensions in feet
Figure 33: Dimensions of opening for daylight in Living

We have shown snippets of the design process for the residential building. A number of objectives remain to be satisfied. The process is documented in the design record. This documentation
is useful to "explain" design decisions and track the effect of modifying decisions.

7

Summary

The goals of this research are to: 1) identify the components of design intent, i.e., the kinds of
information we need to capture to be able to support the tasks of explanation, modification and
reuse; and, 2) to identify computable representations for the different components.
Our approach to this problem develops a model of design decision-making that explicit l>

B
Figure 34: No obstruction requirement
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identifies intent. There are two characteristics that distinguish our approach to design: 1) objectives are used to define the design problem and represent intermediate stages leading upto the final
solution, and, 2) the process is systematic involving the generation and evaluation of alternatives at
every stage. An objective is a requirement that the design artifact must satisfy (functional, cost, aesthetic, constructability etc). Computationally, objectives are relationships over variables. Variables
may represent given information on climate, cost etc (exogenous variables) or they may represent
aspects of the design (design variables). Design variables may represent entities or characteristics.
An entity is an object that is ultimately described in terms of geometry and/or material. A design characteristic is some property measured over the entities (e.g. floor area, exposed boundary
area etc.). Entities may be related in aggregation or specialization hierarchies. Importance can be
associated with objectives either as an ordinal ranking or in the form of weights.
The design problem is described as a conjunction of objectives. The initial objectives need
not be complete nor consistent. Also, existing objectives maybe modified during the design process
and new objectives may be introduced at any point in the process. The design process model is
characterized by five activities: focus, refine, evaluate, select and resolve. The objectives can be
addressed in some order by focussing on a subset of them. Objectives are achieved by a process
of refinement which may result in a set of alternative bindings for the design variables involved,
or, in alternative decompositions for the objectives. Assumptions made in the generation of the
alternatives are recorded. We assume the existence of operators (refinement operators) for the
generation of alternatives. These operators describe all possible alternatives for achieving some
objective. In a particular design situation one or more of these alternatives may not be applicable.
This is determined in the process of evaluation where alternatives are evaluated with respect to
other objectives. When reduce type of objectives are involved the performance of alternatives with
respect to these objectives are compared and the "best" alternative is selected. The criteria used for
selecting the best alternative depends on the way in which the importance is expressed. The design
is completed when the current set of objectives is satisfied.
The history of the design process is recorded in a representation .called the design record.
The record can be used to support the tasks of explaining why certain decisions were made and
identifying the ramifications of modifying certain decisions. The different components of intent in
this model are: 1) objectives, 2) importance associated with groups of objectives, 3) alternatives
generated by refinement, 4) assumptions made in the refinement; 5) the evaluation and selection
from these alternatives, and, 6) focus sequence in which the objectives are addressed.
We are developing an interactive computer-based environment to demonstrate this approach.
In this environment the designer is able to 1) define a design problem by instantiating objectives (newobjectives may be introduced at any time), 2) solve the problem interactively, 3) maintain a record
of the solution process, and, 4) use this record to s£ek explanations or during a resolve situation as
explained earlier. Our application domain is the design of residential buildings. At the present time.
we use a constraint logic language, CLP(Tfc) [9] to express objectives and operators (this is subject
to change). CLP(TJ) is a constraint logic language, which combines logic programming with an
incremental linear equation solver within a general scheme known as constraint logic programming
(CLP) [8]. An interface is being built in X using the Motif widget set [30].
The following are limitations or research issues or just some general concerns related to tlu>
research:
,
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• A piece of information that is missing in the current model is the reasoning for why the
objectives are addressed in some sequence. Some objectives may be addressed before others
because of information dependencies or for reasons of efficiency.
• We have begun to identify a classification for objectives but it needs to be completed. There are
some classes that are domain independent, i.e., at least applicable over a number of domains.
• It may not always be possible to find computable representations for objectives. Designers
may find it difficult to articulate their objective although they are able to use it to evaluate
design alternatives. Although we allow for informal textual descriptions of objectives, they
are interpreted by the designer and are treated seperate from computable representations. We
need to look at the integration of informal and the computable representations.
• How practical is such an approach? Many researchers in various domains have prescribed
systematic approaches to design [12], [17], [25]. It has also been noted that most designers do
not follow a systematic approach [23], [25]. This question can be answered only by usability
studies conducted within design offices. We believe that the acceptability of this approach
will depend on the availability of a large vocabulary of objectives and operators to generate
alternatives for the different classes of objectives in a design domain. In this regard, we expect
that through continuous use of this paradigm, a library of objectives, operators and types of
design variables, will be created.
• Learning: It may be possible for the user to go over the record of the solution process aposteriori
and identify places where wrong decisions were made and identify rules (or heuristics) that
might at the very least improve the process for the same design problem. This is something
to be considered for future research.
This research introduces a different approach to design that focusses on the objectives
instead of the artifact or its components. The approach raises a lot of issues and it is not possible
to completely address all of them within the scope of this work.
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